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ABSTRACT
Many researchers have identified the myriad of concerns that frequently affect
people who drop out of school prior to high school graduation. These include increased
risks of lower income, need for welfare support, unemployment, and criminal activity
(Alexander, Entwisle, & Horsey, 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason &
Dynarski, 2002; Suh, Suh, & Houston, 2007). School leaders have a keen interest in
helping all students successfully complete school, thereby reducing the risk of these
issues occurring later in life.
In an effort to help students avoid these potential risks, school leaders have tried
to identify students at risk of dropping out of school so they can intervene and help the
students persist to graduation. Efforts to identify potential dropouts generally began at the
high school level, but Bowers (2010) noted interventions used that late in a student’s
education are rarely effective. Suh et al. (2007) discussed how interventions are more
effective when put into place early in students’ educational careers, while Entwisle and
Alexander (1993) argued that most students start elementary school with a clean slate
before their pattern of performance tends to lead them toward eventual success or failure
at completing high school.
This quantitative study examined a sample of 222 students who entered high
school in the same cohort in an effort to identify predictors of high school dropouts. The
study attempted to develop a practical model built from elementary school data that
would predict the number of high school credits earned for each student, thereby giving
school leaders a measure they could analyze to identify which students were at risk of
eventually dropping out. Through this process, the study aimed to provide school leaders
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with a tool to identify potential dropouts during elementary school, giving them a better
chance of applying interventions that were more likely to be successful than those applied
later in students’ educational careers.
This study also focused on data easily recovered from typical school records. The
intention was to build a practical model that could easily be developed from school data
and applied to all students in a grade level. The variables considered for this study were
attendance, core grades, discipline events, standardized test scores, socioeconomic status,
grade retention, and reading level.
The findings of the study were that the earlier the model was developed, the less
accurately it predicted high school credits earned. This was consistent with prior research
noting that earlier identification efforts tend to be less reliable than later efforts (Bowers,
2010). In addition, the models developed in this study were not very accurate for any of
the grade levels considered, from fourth through eighth grades. One positive outcome of
the prediction models was the relative success with which they predicted dropouts for
students predicted to earn extremely low numbers of credits.
Further study can be conducted on more complete data sets to determine if these
models could be improved. In addition, for any attempts to identify students at risk of
dropping out of school, appropriate interventions must be developed if school leaders are
to try to keep these students in school through high school graduation. This study has
offered some insights to aid in this further research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Many researchers have identified the myriad of concerns that frequently affect
people who drop out of school prior to high school graduation. These include increased
risks of lower income, need for welfare support, unemployment, and criminal activity
(Alexander, Entwisle, & Horsey, 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason &
Dynarski, 2002; Suh, Suh, & Houston, 2007). School leaders have a keen interest in
helping all students successfully complete school, thereby reducing the risk of these
issues occurring later in life.
One of the main strategies school personnel have used to prevent dropouts is to
develop academic interventions targeted at students identified as at risk of dropping out
of school. Christenson and Thurlow (2004) suggested interventions should be targeted to
the specific deficiencies students experience. They found these kinds of specified
interventions can show some success at preventing dropouts. Bowers (2010) noted,
however, that interventions used in a high school setting are rarely effective. He pointed
out that often the issues that lead to dropping out are too entrenched in high school
students for interventions to reverse the course toward dropping out of school. Gleason
and Dynarski (2002) drew attention to another aspect of interventions. They found that
many intervention efforts were aimed at the wrong students because the identification
efforts either falsely predicted future graduates as dropouts or failed to identify students
who eventually did drop out of school. If potential dropouts are not correctly identified,
efforts to intervene will be unsuccessful.
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These types of issues have led school leaders to look for ways to more
successfully identify potential dropouts and how to more successfully intervene once
those students are identified. Entwisle and Alexander (1993) discussed the importance of
early experiences in students’ educations. They argued that while students may all start
elementary school with a clean slate, they quickly build a pattern of performance that
may lead to eventual success or failure at completing high school (Alexander et al.,
1997). Preventing dropouts has been shown to be more successful when targeted
interventions are in place early in students’ educational careers. Early identification of atrisk students leads to more effective intervention and prevention (Suh et al., 2007).
Bowers (2010) noted, while middle school-based interventions are much more successful
than high school-based interventions, middle school predictors are less reliable. This puts
school leaders in a difficult position where they are trying to help these students earlier
but cannot reliably identify them.
Efforts to reduce the number of high school dropouts have therefore started to
focus on accurate earlier identification (Alexander et al., 1997; Battin-Pearson,
Newcomb, Abbott, Hill, Catalano, & Hawkins, 2000; Bowers, 2010; Christenson &
Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al., 2007). If reliable predictors can be
used for earlier identification of students at risk of dropping out, intervention and
prevention efforts will have more time to be effective. Interventions may have a chance
to be effective before destructive educational patterns become entrenched for these
students.
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Statement of the Problem
As stated earlier, many problems occur at higher rates for students who drop out
of school prior to high school graduation compared to those who graduate from high
school. These include higher incidents of adults earning lower income, needing welfare
support, struggling to maintain employment, and engaging in criminal activity
(Alexander et al., 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh
et al., 2007). School leaders have a deep interest in helping to avoid these potential
problems by reducing the number of students who drop out before finishing high school.
Many models have been developed through research to identify potential
dropouts. While most of the models offer positive and practical results, they are all
lacking in some way as well. Some of them are lacking because the model did not create
early enough predictions to maximize effectiveness (Fitzpatrick & Yoels, 1992; Reschly
& Christenson, 2006). Others are lacking because the research revealed the model did not
predict dropouts accurately enough to be useful (Janosz, LeBlanc, Boulerice, &
Tremblay, 1997; Zvoch, 2006) or the results were too narrow to be practical (Annie E.
Casey Foundation, 2010; Caraway, Tucker, Reinke, & Hall, 2003). Some models are
skewed by other variables the researchers were not able to take into account (BattinPearson et al., 2000; Suh et al., 2007), and others utilized a labor-intensive process that
would be impractical for schools to apply to all students (Balfanz, Herzog, & Mac Iver,
2007). Each of these models highlights the need for a better model, yet offers useful
information to build upon in pursuit of that model.
This leads to the main problem addressed by this study. While educators feel
compelled to address the school dropout problem, there are currently no practical tools to
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reliably and accurately identify potential dropouts at an early enough age to successfully
intervene. School personnel have a need for such a tool so they can begin developing and
implementing intervention strategies to help these students stay in school through
graduation.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this quantitative study was to develop a model for educators to use
to identify potential future dropouts as early as fourth grade. Fourth grade was chosen for
two main reasons. First, a main goal of the study was to develop a prediction model that
could be used as early as elementary school. Second, in working with school
administrators to identify a district with available data in the archives, fourth grade was
the earliest any of the districts had available data. The method of identifying potential
dropouts was to predict the number of high school credits earned. The district in the study
required 24 credits to graduate from high school, so students predicted to earn less than
24 credits could be considered to be at risk of dropping out of school. Successful
development of this model would allow school leaders to implement earlier interventions
for identified students, ideally preventing these students from dropping out of school. For
this model to be useful for school personnel, it must be accurate and practical.
Existing prediction models have often utilized personal surveys completed by
counselors, teachers, or parents, leading to instruments that become cumbersome,
impractical, and subjective. It then becomes difficult for schools to routinely use the
models to identify students in need of intervention (Balfanz et al., 2007). The model
developed in this study was designed to use school-report generated data as input
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variables to predict eventual numbers of high school credits earned, giving schools an
efficient and practical method of identifying students at risk of dropping out in the future.
Research Questions
For this quantitative study three questions will be used to guide the research:
1. What combinations of school and family variables, such as attendance, grades,
test scores, reading level, socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade
retention, are the best predictors of the number of high school credits earned?
2. How early are these variables (attendance, grades, test scores, reading level,
socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade retention) reliable predictors of
the number of high school credits earned?
3. How accurately and reliably will a model developed from these variables
(attendance, grades, test scores, reading level, socioeconomic status,
discipline, and grade retention) predict the number of high school credits
earned if used as early as fourth grade?
Conceptual Underpinnings for the Study
The conceptual framework for this study is built around how school interventions
can affect whether or not students drop out of school before graduating from high school.
This brings two factors into the discussion. First, students tend to enjoy school as early
elementary students (Alexander et al., 1997), and, unfortunately for some, over time
various factors can change that. Second, school leaders have direct control over some, but
not all, of the factors that lead students to drop out of school (Stearns & Glennie, 2006).
Both of these factors are supported by theory.
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The conceptual framework guiding this study is based on two main theories. The
first is Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development (Franks, 2007). While Erikson
described multiple stages of development, one specific stage contributed to the
development of the conceptual framework: Industry vs. Inferiority. Erikson identified this
as a stage that generally occurs for children during elementary to early middle school
years.
An important aspect of this stage is the fact that children are of school age when
they enter it, meaning children generally enter this stage after having started their school
careers (Franks, 2007). During this time, children are learning to practice independence
and ideally gaining self-confidence. As Industry vs. Inferiority applies to a school setting,
children are learning how to please their teachers through their efforts at producing good
work or behaving appropriately. The industriousness children begin to display leads to
positive recognition from their teachers, parents, and other adults. This recognition helps
the child gain self-confidence, leading to future positive activities.
For some children, unfortunately, their efforts do not lead to positive recognition.
Some may be discouraged or mocked when they are unsuccessful, while others may just
find it difficult to please their teachers, parents, or other adults. This can quickly lead to a
feeling of inferiority. Feelings of inferiority can then lead to a lack of motivation or
effort. In a school setting, this can theoretically lead a student to become increasingly
disconnected from school, and this may be a path from which the student cannot recover,
ultimately leading to the student dropping out of school.
The concept of students developing these feelings of inferiority was essential to
guiding the current study. Because many interventions have typically been aimed at older
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students, often the negative characteristics some students experience are too engrained for
interventions to overcome them (Bowers, 2010). The current study aimed to identify and
intervene earlier for these students, ideally affecting them before feelings of inferiority
potentially surface in the first place.
The second theory that contributed to the development of the framework was the
notion of pull-out factors and push-out factors that lead to students dropping out of school
(Stearns & Glennie, 2006). This theory separates factors that can lead students to drop out
into two main categories: outside influences that lead a student to drop out in pursuit of
perceived benefits (i.e., pull-out factors) and school-based factors that may drive students
to remove themselves from the school setting (i.e., push-out factors).
Pull-out Theory
Pull-out theory suggests students might be influenced to leave school based on
factors like the job market, family responsibilities, or peer relationships (Stearns &
Glennie, 2006). The theory also notes that pull-out factors tend to be logic-based
decisions for students. For example, a student may feel the need to work to support his or
her family, or the wages from a job may be perceived to be of greater benefit than
completing school. Generally, pull-out factors do not arise from situations schools can
affect.
While pull-out factors can certainly contribute to students’ decisions to drop out
of school, these factors were not considered for this study due to the nature of the model
being developed. The model for this study was built by studying school-reported
variables, which were more generally described as push-out factors. Additionally,
because the model was developed to be practical for educators to apply to entire
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populations of students, it was necessary to use data that were easy to collect. Pull-out
factors generally do not fit this description.
Push-out Theory
Push-out theory, in contrast, focuses on factors controlled by the school. This can
include disciplinary consequences, grading policies, teacher/student interactions, or
building climate. This theory notes that these kinds of structures can lead some students
to view school negatively, thereby increasing the likelihood the students may seek to
remove themselves from the setting (Stearns & Glennie, 2006). It is important to point
out that some of these factors may be consciously developed structures within the school,
capable of being altered if desired.
Push-out theory has largely driven the choice of predictors for the current study as
well. While they are factors school leaders can often control, they are also routinely
tracked by educators, helping to create consistent data from which to guide decisions. In
contrast, pull-out factors are frequently situations school leaders do not track and may
know nothing about (Stearns & Glennie, 2006).
The conceptual framework guiding the research in this study was developed from
these two main theories for two reasons. The first reason is the research is focused on
early predictors of dropouts in an effort to identify at-risk students before feelings of
inferiority might lead to thoughts of dropping out of school. Early identification can lead
to early intervention, thereby helping students achieve success before negative school
views become entrenched. The second reason is the research is focused on school-based
factors that lead to students dropping out because schools can have a degree of control
over those factors and how they affect student perceptions of school.
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Limitations and Assumptions
This study used longitudinal artifact data to examine characteristics of students
from a single graduation cohort, but the data being examined were from their years as
elementary students. Examining student data that span 10 or more years creates some
limitations and requires some assumptions.
Limitations
A major limitation of this study was the selection of a sample that included only
students who had been in the same district throughout the years accounted for in the data
collection. It can be very difficult or even impossible to track students who changed
districts at any point from elementary school through graduation or when they dropped
out of school. While this necessitated a constraint on the sample selection, it could have
potentially affected the results of the study due to one major issue: student mobility itself
is often identified as a predictor of future dropouts (Jimerson, Anderson, & Whipple,
2002; Montes & Lehmann, 2004; Rumberger & Ah Lim, 2008; Suh et al., 2007). As a
result, mobility was not considered as a predictor for the model developed in this study
even though it is often shown to be a predictor of future dropouts.
Another limitation of this study was whether or not the results could be
generalized to other districts. The study was performed in a suburban Midwest district of
roughly 5500 students. The district was made up 57% white students, 32% black
students, 7% Hispanic students, and small percentages of various ethnicities. In the
district, 43% of students qualified for free or reduced lunch. The results of the study can
not necessarily be generalized to other districts that differ demographically from the
district in this study. This will limit the usefulness of the study for districts with different
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geographic, demographic, or socioeconomic compositions. For those districts with
similar make-ups, however, this study should provide information to help identify
potential dropouts as early as elementary school so schools can begin providing
interventions to prevent these students from ultimately dropping out of school.
Assumptions
One major assumption of this study is that enough students in the population
attended the same school district since elementary school so the sample size for the study
would be of sufficient size. Suburban mobility rates tend to hover around 15% per year
for students, with the number reaching anywhere from 30%-40% of students moving two
or more times by eighth grade (Miami-Dade County Public Schools, 2007; Rumberger &
Larson, 1998). If these estimates are moved even higher, to 50% or 60%, that still leaves
a sample size of 160-200 students, more than enough according to Field (2009), who
estimated a regression sample would need 10-15 subjects per variable used. With seven
independent variables, this would give a minimum sample size of 70-105 subjects. The
sample size would still satisfy Field’s estimates even if the mobility rate topped 70%,
making the assumption of a sufficient sample size reasonable.
Another assumption in this study was that the definition of the term dropout
would yield valid results. As stated in the next section, the term dropout is defined
differently in almost every study. With so many competing definitions for the term, it is
difficult to predict the subtle effects that each definition could have on data analysis. The
definition used in this study is grounded in research, and there is rationale for defining it
this way.
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A final assumption is that data collected from ten or more years ago were
accurate. Care was taken to select a school district that had used the same student
information system for the duration of the years covered in the study in an effort to
minimize potential inaccuracies. Given this choice of district, it was assumed the data
would be accurate.
Definition of Key Terms
As with any study, there are terms that will be used in this study that have specific
meanings. While they may be used differently in other studies or contexts, these terms
will be given fixed definitions specific to this study.
At-risk. The term at-risk was used in a general sense in this study to identify
students who exhibited some characteristics that could have led to dropping out of school
before high school graduation (Suh et al., 2007).
Attendance. Attendance was used as a percentage of possible school time attended
during a given school year. For each student, the amount of time attended was divided by
the amount of total time school was in session for that year to develop an attendance
percentage (Suh et al., 2007).
Discipline. The term discipline was used as an independent variable to identify
the number of occurrences of behavior for which a disciplinary or behavioral log entry
was recorded for a student, regardless of severity (Balfanz, Bridgeland, Moore, & Fox,
2010).
Dropout. The term dropout was the central term of this entire study, and
throughout other studies was given the most varied definition of any of the key terms.
The definition of dropout for this study most closely resembled the definition used by
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Alexander et al. (1997), with one modification because the state in which the district in
this study was located recognized a student receiving a General Equivalency Diploma
(GED) as a dropout. The term dropout was defined in this study as a student who was not
enrolled and had not graduated from high school with a diploma at the time the data were
collected.
Family variables. The term family variables was used in this study to refer to
student risk factors for which the school had little or no involvement. While previous
research had provided numerous examples of variables of this type, this study only used
socioeconomic status as a family variable (Gleason & Dynarski, 2002).
Free or reduced lunch status. Free or reduced lunch is a federally defined status
that is often used to determine a student’s socioeconomic status. It is not affected by local
district decisions. Maximum household income levels are set each year for students to
qualify for free or reduced lunch prices at school (Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 2012).
Grade retention. Grade retention was used to refer to a student who had to repeat
and complete an entire grade in school (Kennelly & Monrad, 2007).
Grades. Grades were measured as a final grade point average in core classes.
Core classes included mathematics, science, social studies, or English classes. Grade
point average was calculated on a four point scale, with an A earning four points, a B
earning three points, a C earning two points, a D earning one point, and an F earning zero
points. All core grades were then averaged to develop a value between 0.0 and 4.0 for
each student (Balfanz et al., 2007).
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Intervention. Interventions were defined as any efforts schools made to change the
course on which a student was headed. For this study, interventions were typically efforts
to keep students from dropping out of school.
Mobility rate. Mobility rate was not used as a variable in this study due to the
limitations of the data collection process and following students who change schools. The
term mobility rate was used, however, to discuss a risk factor of dropping out signaled by
frequent changing of schools (Rumberger & Larson, 1998).
Pull-out factors. Risk factors that lead to higher incidence of dropping out of
school generally fall into two categories: pull-out factors and push-out factors. Pull-out
factors refer to factors outside of the school that may entice a student to leave school
(Stearns & Glennie, 2006). Examples of pull-out factors include the job market, family
responsibilities, and peer relationships. Pull-out factors were discussed in this study but
were not used as predictor variables due to the nature of the model being developed.
Push-out factors. Push-out factors differ from pull-out factors in that push-out
factors refer to factors controlled by the school. These factors may lead students to leave
school to remove themselves from the effects of the factors (Stearns & Glennie, 2006).
Examples of push-out factors include disciplinary consequences, grading policies,
teacher/student interactions, and building climate. The push-out factors being considered
as variables in this study were: attendance, grades, standardized test scores, discipline,
reading level, and grade retention.
School variables. For this study, school variables referred to risk factors that
generally occurred in or were affected by the school. Examples of school variables used
in this study included grades, attendance, and discipline (Balfanz et al., 2007).
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Socioeconomic status. Socioeconomic status is an independent variable that was
measured by whether or not a student qualified for free or reduced lunch during a given
school year (Montes & Lehmann, 2004). Free or reduced lunch is a federally defined
status and is not affected by local districts. Free lunch and reduced lunch were combined
for reporting purposes, so students were reported as either full price lunch or free/reduced
lunch.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study was based on three types of contributions:
contributions to the literature, contributions to practice, and contributions to the author’s
institution. As it pertains to the literature, the study was placed in a lightly-researched
area. The literature is rich with dropout prevention and identification strategies at the high
school level (Heppen & Therriault, 2008; Jerald, 2006; McKee, Melvin, Ditoro, &
McKee, 1998) and to a lesser extent at the middle school level (Balfanz et al., 2007;
Bowers, 2010; Rumberger, 2007). There is little research centered on elementary-age
predictors (Alexander et al., 1997; Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2010; Jimerson et al.,
2001; Montes & Lehmann, 2004). If this research study successfully identifies a
prediction model, it will enhance a minimally-researched field. If it does not successfully
build a model, it will add more complete results to the little existing elementary research.
As it pertains to practice, this study should improve effectiveness and efficiency.
The goal was to build a model that was very practical and based on school-generated
data. Other prediction models rely at least partially on surveys completed by parents and
school staff. These are time consuming and impractical to complete on a large scale, so
many potential dropouts may be missed (Balfanz et al., 2007). If an easier-to-use model
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could be developed, it would help schools routinely look at all students to identify
potential dropouts. This would improve the use of interventions beginning at a much
younger age.
As it pertains to the author’s institution, the significance of the study is the same
as it is for other institutions. This research will make very practical contributions to the
author’s institution, much like those outlined above. It is hoped that a very practical
approach springs from this research, enabling the author’s institution and many others to
utilize this work to take dropout prevention strategies to a more successful level.
Summary
Dropping out of school has been shown to have many potential consequences for
the students involved. As a result, school officials have put much effort into dropout
prevention. Because it is often too late to prevent dropouts once students reach high
school, attention has turned toward earlier identification of students at risk of dropping
out of school. In this way educators hope to design interventions to help the students
before they ever reach the levels of wanting to drop out of school.
In order to successfully predict students at risk of dropping out, many models
have been developed to use as identification tools for schools. Unfortunately, most of the
existing tools are lacking in some fashion. This study intended to fill that gap by
developing a model that was early, accurate, and practical enough for schools to use.
Students tend to develop feelings, positive or negatively, about school in the
elementary years that stay consistent throughout the rest of their schooling. Combine this
with the fact that many different factors can lead to the decision to drop out for different
students, and the challenge becomes even greater. If an early, accurate, and practical
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model could be developed for predicting which students are at risk of dropping out,
schools will have a greatly increased chance at successfully intervening for those
students.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The first chapter presented a brief background of the dropout problem, including a
discussion of the magnitude of the problem and what school leaders have tried to do to
help. Various authors offered risks that dropouts face later in life, providing motivation to
reduce the number of students who drop out of school. This led to the purpose of the
current study, which was to identify potential dropouts at an early age so interventions
could have a greater chance of being successful at keeping students in school through
graduation. This chapter will synthesize literature on the topic.
A review of the relevant literature revealed several main topics that contributed to
the development of this study. These topics will be presented in the sections that follow,
beginning with a general background and description of the problem at the center of the
study. This includes background on how pervasive the dropout problem is in America as
well as the lifelong risks faced by students who choose to drop out of school prior to
graduation.
The second section will examine what schools have typically done to intervene
for students deemed at risk of dropping out of school. This will include a description of
intervention programs and the kinds of characteristics they have attempted to address to
prevent dropouts. The third section of the literature review will look closely at why
interventions have typically not been successful at reducing the national dropout rate.
Many different factors can contribute to the success or failure of these efforts, and these
factors will be discussed.
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The fourth section of the review will discuss why earlier intervention efforts are
more successful than later efforts. This section will also cover the loss in accuracy that
typically accompanies earlier identification of students in need of intervention. The fifth
section in this chapter will detail current and former attempts at early identification of
students at risk of dropping out of school. These attempts have all had shortcomings of
one kind or another, and these limitations will be discussed.
The final section of the literature review will cover previous attempts at
developing prediction models specifically using regression techniques, which is what the
current study intended to do. The techniques of several studies will be discussed,
including their findings and how those studies influenced the current study. All of these
sections will lead to the motivation for the current study, which is to accurately identify
potential dropouts as early as fourth grade in order to give interventions a better chance
of being successful at keeping students in school through high school graduation.
Background of the Dropout Problem
This section will describe the background of the dropout problem. It will include
estimates of the extent of the dropout problem. Following that, this section will discuss
the kinds of negative characteristics that surface later in life at much higher rates for
dropouts than for high school graduates. This discussion will include personal, societal,
and other characteristics and will reveal why school leaders feel a sense of urgency to
address the dropout problem.
Estimates of the National Dropout Rate
Due to different definitions of dropouts and different reporting methods, it is
difficult to identify exact rates of students dropping out of school prior to graduation.
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Recent research does not even agree on whether the dropout rate has improved or gotten
worse than in past years. Neild, Balfanz, and Herzog (2007) stated dropout rates are
generally as good as they have ever been, yet Rumberger (2011) noted dropout rates
appear to have gotten worse, leaving them higher than they were 40 years ago.
Despite the difficulties in pinning down exact numbers, many researchers pointed
to dropout rate estimates as motivations for their studies. The most optimistic estimates of
the dropout rate tended to hover around 25% (Bowers, 2010; John W. Gardner Center,
2011; Rumberger, 2007). Others placed the estimate in the vicinity of 30% (Kennelly &
Monrad, 2007; Rumberger, 2011). Some estimates shot even higher. Bowers (2010)
pointed to some estimates over 30%, while Heppen and Therriault (2008) stated almost
one-third of students drop out prior to high school graduation.
While these estimates of the dropout rate do not differ by drastic margins, two
main points are worth noting. First, since there is not a definitive dropout rate agreed
upon by all, it is evident data reporting in this area is not accurate or consistent enough to
settle on universal national measurements. Second, regardless of which estimate is used,
the dropout rate for American students is alarmingly high. To consider that at least one
out of every four students fails to graduate from high school is cause for alarm.
Personal Concerns That Tend to Surface for Dropouts
Moving beyond estimates of the extent of the problem, most rationales for
studying the dropout problem pointed to the increased risks of concerns faced later in life
by people who chose to drop out of school before graduating. One of the most common
concerns listed was the higher likelihood of reduced income and lower lifetime earnings
(Alexander et al., 1997; Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2010; Kennelly & Monrad, 2007;
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Rumberger, 2011; Zvoch, 2006). A couple of researchers stated this issue more
elaborately. Christenson and Thurlow (2004) stated, “Jobs that pay living wages and
benefits have virtually disappeared for youth without a high school diploma” (p. 36).
Neild, Balfanz, and Herzog (2007) similarly stated, “It is practically impossible for
individuals lacking a high school diploma to earn a living or participate meaningfully in
civic life” (p. 28).
Societal Concerns That Tend to Surface for Dropouts
A related concern frequently referred to by researchers was the increased financial
burden placed on society by dropouts who fail to make the wages they might have
otherwise earned with a high school diploma. This included lost revenue from taxes
(Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2010; Kennelly & Monrad, 2007), but more significantly, it
meant higher costs paid out through welfare programs for some of those individuals
(Alexander et al., 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Rumberger, 2011; Zvoch, 2006).
Another concern of dropping out of school prior to graduation was an increase in
the rates of criminal activity and eventual imprisonment over the same rates for high
school graduates (Alexander et al., 1997; Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2010; Christenson
& Thurlow, 2004; Rumberger, 2011). This was significant not only because of the
financial costs to society but also because of the stresses added to families and
individuals.
Additional Concerns That Tend to Surface for Dropouts
In addition to the problems mentioned frequently by numerous researchers, there
were also several other lifetime issues noted by some researchers that appear more
frequently for dropouts than for high school graduates. These additional concerns were
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not routinely listed as major issues by authors, yet they were mentioned in some research.
These other concerns included increased risks of teenage childbirth (Annie E. Casey
Foundation, 2010), general lack of productivity to society (Annie E. Casey Foundation,
2010; Kennelly & Monrad, 2007), higher unemployment rates (Christenson & Thurlow,
2004; Zvoch, 2006), and poorer health and increased mortality (Rumberger, 2011).
Because of the increased risk of serious concerns faced later in life by people who
drop out of school before graduating, educators have made concerted efforts to identify
and intervene for students deemed at-risk of dropping out of school. These efforts have
taken a variety of forms, but the main focus has been to try to reduce the dropout rate so
more students are not subjected to the increased risks of negative concerns associated
with dropping out of school.
Intervention Efforts
This section will begin by discussing how schools have historically viewed the
dropout problem. It will then move into a summary of intervention programs that have
been used in an attempt to reduce dropout rates. This will rely heavily on a compilation
of intervention programs provided by Kennelly and Monrad (2007). This section will also
discuss how some different programs focused their efforts, which will lay the foundation
for the next section about why many of these programs have not worked.
Historical Viewpoint of Dropout Problem
Students dropping out of school prior to graduation is not a new phenomenon.
According to Schargel and Smink (2001), studies have indicated a dropout rate as high as
90% in 1900. The same authors also noted that in 1945, the economy could absorb
dropouts, meaning there were available jobs at living wages for them. As society
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changed, that became untrue, and schools began trying to intervene to keep all students in
school through graduation.
Dynarski and Gleason (1998) discussed the fact that school districts have been
operating dropout prevention programs for many years, but it was not common for
districts to evaluate the effectiveness of such programs. Schools often relied on
observational data and anecdotal information to identify potential dropouts, and programs
to intervene were not research based. Efforts were not targeted to specific factors nor
were they adjusted over time based on evidence of effectiveness or the lack thereof.
Intervention Programs
In more recent years, schools, districts, states, and the nation have begun
implementing intervention programs that are more targeted to specific deficiencies of
students. Kennelly and Monrad (2007) compiled a list of 26 intervention programs
adopted by schools to help address dropout rates, including Achievement for Latinos
Through Academic Success, Career Academies, Check and Connect, Positive Behavioral
Interventions and Supports, and RTI. For each of these programs, they looked at 15
characteristics to determine which areas each program addressed.
Kennelly and Monrad (2007) did not categorize their characteristics, but in order
to describe them more easily, they can naturally be grouped into four areas: academic
help; general student support and relationship building; general support for students in
and outside of school; and academic and behavioral support. Some of the topics
frequently addressed by intervention programs were in the area of academic help. In this
area, Kennelly and Monrad looked at the following characteristics: focus on achievement
in core courses, tutoring as an academic support, and catch-up courses. These were all
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characteristics of programs aimed at improving course grades or other course-specific
outcomes.
Another area looked at by Kennelly and Monrad (2007) was general student
support and relationship building. In this area they listed the following characteristics:
Counseling/Mentoring; Small learning communities for greater personalization/School
within a school; Homeroom, teams or looping; and Ninth Grade Academies or transition
programs. These characteristics were all focused on helping students adjust to school and
to be comfortable at school.
A third category of characteristics of intervention programs could be described as
general overall support for students, both in and out of school. This area included the
following characteristics: focus on positive effects for diverse students; focus on positive
effects for students with disabilities; career/college awareness; family engagement;
community engagement; and partnerships between high schools and feeder middle
schools (Kennelly & Monrad, 2007). These characteristics highlight the notion that many
intervention programs for students did not just look simply at grades or other singular
factors but strove to offer students a whole system of support.
The last two characteristics did not seem to fit in the other categories but defined
an academic and behavioral support category. In this area, Kennelly and Monrad (2007)
listed the following characteristics: attendance and behavior monitors and a tiered
approach to providing behavioral and/or academic support from universal to most
intensive. These two characteristics drew attention to two of the factors most often
considered in school settings – grades and discipline. As is shown elsewhere in this study,
these are two of the most commonly listed predictors of dropouts.
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A close look at the 26 intervention programs studied by Kennelly and Monrad
(2007) revealed the programs ranged from specifically targeting just one characteristic to
encompassing 6 of the 15, meaning none of the programs attempted to address even half
of the characteristics noted. Six of the programs targeted just one of the characteristics
listed, two of the programs encompassed 5 of the 15 characteristics, and one program
addressed 6.
Simply attempting to address more areas did not necessarily make programs more
successful. In fact, Kennelly and Monrad (2007) noted, “Few programs have
demonstrated positive (or potentially positive) effects” (p. 12). They discussed that only 3
of the 26 programs considered did show positive or potentially positive effects:
Achievement for Latinos Through Academic Success, Career Academies, and Check and
Connect. Those three programs addressed 4, 4, and 5 of the 15 characteristics, but had
only one characteristic in common: community engagement. This highlighted the idea
that preventing dropouts can be a larger scale problem than simply addressing issues
inside the school building.
The next section will take a closer look at why most of these intervention
programs have not been successful. School officials have started trying to implement
packaged programs to tailor to their needs, but they have not necessarily experienced
much success. This can occur for a variety of reasons, and those will be discussed in
more detail in the following section.
Why Interventions Have Not Worked
As discussed in the previous section, Kennelly and Monrad (2007) looked closely
at a number of intervention programs and broke them down into the different
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characteristics addressed with students when trying to prevent them from dropping out of
school. Christenson and Thurlow (2004) supported this notion. They suggested
interventions should be targeted to the specific deficiencies students experience, and
these kinds of specified interventions can show some success at preventing dropouts. It
should be noted that they referred to experiencing some success, but not complete
success. In reality, most intervention efforts have not realized the success rates those
implementing them envisioned. Many different reasons have contributed to that
shortcoming for different programs.
Practicality of Identification Methods
One key factor that can affect the success of intervention efforts is whether or not
the process used to identify students is practical enough to be used broadly, thereby
enabling a school to consider all students when attempting to identify those in need of
help. Alexander et al. (1997) conducted a very thorough study using many variables to try
to identify students at risk of dropping out of school. Some of the variables in their study
were grouped into a category they called “Family Context” (p. 88). This category
included variables such as family stressors, parents’ attitudes and values, and parents’
socialization practices. While these may have been very helpful in identifying potential
dropouts, these kinds of variables were impossible to collect from school data. The only
way to get this information was to conduct a survey of the family. It would not be
feasible for a school or district to conduct this kind of survey with all families in the
school or district, meaning this data would not even be collected unless there was first
some indicator that led to this family in the first place.
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Caraway et al. (2003) had a similar situation in their research. They included in
their prediction model a category of self variables. This included variables such as selfefficacy, goal orientation, test anxiety, and general fear of failure. They collected this
data by administering separate self-report questionnaires for each variable, ranging from
4 items to 37 items, for a total of 79 items. Additionally, as with the Alexander et al.
(1997) study, these variables were only one portion of the overall prediction tool. The
same problem would surface for Caraway et al. (2003). Collecting this data on all
students would be impractical, meaning other measures would need to be used to identify
potential students in the first place. Often these other measures are observational and
subjective, meaning there would be a high likelihood that students at risk of dropping out
would never even be identified to get the questionnaires, much less the intended
interventions.
Another example of the difficulties faced by many studies of dropout predictors
was presented by Gleason and Dynarski (2002). They referred to commonly stated
categories of variables shown through research to be associated with dropping out of
school. These included personal/psychological characteristics, adult responsibilities, and
school or neighborhood characteristics. In addition to the need to collect survey
information from students and parents, this would also require schools or districts to
collect specific information about the local neighborhood for each identified student. This
again would cause difficulties for schools in finding all potential dropouts.
This practicality issue was significantly addressed by Balfanz et al. (2007) when
they stated:
We are skeptical, however, that such an approach will ever be common in districtbased dropout prevention programs. It is uncommon for districts to routinely
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administer extensive surveys to all their students or to have the expertise or
leisure to create valid, reliable, and highly predictive scales and then to use these
scales in sophisticated cluster analyses to classify all their students into various
categories of risk. (p. 225)
They felt that for identification techniques to be truly useable, they must be practical
enough to be used on a large scale, meaning they could easily be applied to an entire
school or grade level.
Accuracy of Identification
A second key factor that has affected the success of intervention programs is the
accuracy of the identification tools used. Certainly, dropout intervention efforts cannot be
successful if they are not implemented for the right students. Failing to identify students
in need of intensive support can quickly contribute to a reduced impact of any
intervention program. Falsely identifying students as at-risk who would graduate with no
intervention is also problematic. This causes schools and districts to misdirect precious
intervention resources toward students who do not need them, leaving reduced resources
to help students who truly need support.
Gleason and Dynarski (2002) claimed misidentification of students in need of
intervention was actually a quite common problem. They stated that many intervention
efforts are aimed at the wrong students. In order for identification efforts to be truly
accurate, they must not fail to name students actually at-risk nor can they falsely label too
many students as at-risk who are not. It is extremely difficult if not impossible to identify
future dropouts perfectly. Every research study reviewed for this paper discussed
problems with identification in both directions – missing some students actually at-risk of
dropping out and falsely labeling others who were not.
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Timing of Interventions
A third key factor that has affected the success of intervention programs is how
far along the targeted students are in their education. Because high school personnel often
feel the most direct pressure to reduce dropout rates, many intervention programs have
been implemented at the high school level. A positive finding that came out of several
research studies was that, when utilized at the high school level, prediction instruments
can identify students at risk of dropping out quite well (Battin-Pearson et al., 2000;
Caraway et al., 2003; Heppen & Therriault, 2008).
Unfortunately, waiting until high school to identify students at-risk of dropping
out has been shown to be problematic for another reason. Bowers (2010) argued that high
school is much too late to begin trying to intervene for potential dropouts. He discussed
that the negative effects these students experience accumulate over time, rendering later
intervention efforts less effective. Suh et al. (2007) similarly stated that if interventions
are not implemented until problems have been evident for a time, more intensive efforts
are needed to intervene, and even then the impact of intervention programs will be
reduced.
In order to address this problem with interventions starting too late, researchers
have tried to develop identification tools that can draw attention to students at-risk of
dropping out at younger ages (Alexander et al., 1997; Battin-Pearson et al., 2000;
Bowers, 2010; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al.,
2007). If earlier identification were possible, interventions could start earlier. The next
section will address some of the factors involved in earlier identification.
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Factors Involved in Earlier Identification
As stated in previous sections, earlier identification of potential dropouts can be
desirable in order to give interventions an increased chance of being effective. This
section will discuss some of the research that supports the need for earlier identification.
Following that, this section will also discuss the decrease in accuracy of early
identification methods as compared to methods used when students are older.
Need for Earlier Identification
As discussed in the previous section, one of the major barriers to effectively
intervening to prevent students from dropping out is the timing of the intervention. Suh et
al. (2007) discussed the importance of earlier identification. They noted that often the
effectiveness of interventions is weakened once multiple risk factors have appeared. To
combat this problem, they suggested schools look for identification models that allow
them to begin interventions earlier in the educational process.
Christenson and Thurlow (2004) considered how students get to the point of
dropping out over time, stating, “Early and sustained intervention is integral to the
success of students because the decision to leave school without graduating is not an
instantaneous one, but rather a process that occurs over many years” (p. 37). This idea
became central to the argument of Alexander et al. (1997) when they noted children
typically begin school with a positive attitude and an excitement for learning. Waiting to
provide interventions for students until their attitudes toward school begin to “spiral
downward” (p. 87) creates difficulty in ultimately keeping them in school through
graduation.
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Bowers (2010) similarly pointed to the long-term nature of the decision to drop
out of school. He noted the decision to drop out is not generally based on a single factor,
but it more often stems from long-term effects of multiple factors. He argued that school
leaders should start identifying at-risk students earlier, stating, “For many districts
nationwide, early student dropout identification is critically important so that the district
can potentially intervene early in a student’s schooling career to help delay or prevent
dropout” (p.192). Bowers continued by discussing that early preventative services would
be more successful than waiting until much later to try to motivate a potential dropout to
change his or her mind.
Accuracy of Earlier Identification
While Bowers (2010) supported the need for earlier identification of potential
dropouts, he also presented a problematic issue. He noted that middle school
identification was less accurate than high school identification of future dropouts.
Gleason and Dynarski (2002) went further with this, looking at over 20 potential risk
factors at the middle school and high school levels. Among others, these factors included:
high absenteeism, over-age for grade level, single parent homes, failure to do homework,
and low self-esteem. They also considered multiple risk factors present for the same
student. For each variable they considered what percentage of students with that
characteristic actually dropped out of school.
Upon examining their data, Gleason and Dynarski (2002) reported that, without
fail, each factor presented a higher dropout rate when present in high school students than
in middle school students. Even more telling is the specific rates they shared for their
regression model built from all factors. Gleason and Dynarski (2002) reported a dropout
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rate of 42% when identified by their regression model for high school students, but only
23% of identified middle school students eventually dropped out of school. This showed
a significant drop in accuracy of their identification model when moving earlier from
high school identification to middle school identification.
This led to the problem central to the current study. Authors including Suh et al.
(2007), Christenson and Thurlow (2004), and Alexander et al. (1997) discussed the need
for earlier interventions, which necessitated the need for earlier identification. Other
authors, including Bowers (2010) and Gleason and Dynarski (2002), noted the difficulty
in accurately identifying these students earlier. Many authors have attempted to solve that
problem by finding accurate ways to identify potential dropouts earlier. These authors
will be discussed in the next section detailing previous attempts at early identification of
future dropouts.
Early Dropout Identification Attempts
Previous sections have provided rationale for why potential dropout identification
efforts have continued to focus on earlier and earlier ages. This section will highlight
some of the attempts at identifying dropouts at various stages in their educational careers.
The discussion will begin with efforts to identify dropouts during high school years,
which have tended to be relatively accurate. The section will continue by addressing
efforts focused on middle school-aged students, which have typically been somewhat less
accurate than high school identification. Finally, this section will cover efforts to identify
students as early as elementary school, which have generally been even less effective.
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Identifying Potential Dropouts During High School
Most students who drop out of school do so during high school (Jerald, 2006), so
some researchers have focused identification efforts on the high school years. For
interventions to be applied, the appropriate students must first be identified. McKee et al.
(1998) addressed the problem by attempting to develop a scale that could be applied to a
range of students in order to identify those at-risk of dropping out and to determine which
specific areas caused the most significant concern for each student.
The first scale developed by McKee et al. (1998) was the SARIS-AQ, an
administrator questionnaire containing 13 different measurements generally available in
school records, including attendance, discipline, and grades. Ideally, the scale could be
used on all students in a particular grade or school to identify those most likely to
eventually drop out of school. In testing their scale, McKee et al. (1998) found that the
scale correctly predicted the eventual dropout or graduation status correctly for 84% of
the students considered. While this is an extremely high percentage to correctly predict,
their work presented several limitations. First and foremost, as discussed earlier in this
study, the identification did not occur until high school, rendering intervention efforts less
effective than earlier efforts potentially could provide (Alexander et al., 1997; Bowers,
2010; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). Second, their scale was tested on a sample of only
49 students, which is too small a sample to develop definitive conclusions (Field, 2009).
Third, the authors concluded that many schools would not have the resources to apply the
scale to entire populations, meaning some students would not be identified as needing
interventions by the scale.
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McKee et al. (1998) addressed the last limitation by developing a different scale,
the SARIS-SQ, which was a questionnaire completed by students. This made it easier to
apply to large populations to ensure all students would be considered. Their work with
this scale covered 15 questions and showed a 94% rate of correctly predicting dropout or
graduation status. While the SARIS-SQ was used on a wider scale than the SARIS-AQ
and tested on a much larger sample of 423 students, it still had limitations. First, the
identification did not occur until high school. Perhaps the greater limitation, however, is
the difficulty in generalizing the scale to other settings. McKee et al. (1998) developed a
cut score for the scale, meaning that students who scored at or higher than that cut score
would be considered at-risk of dropping out of school. The problem was that the cut score
was developed in their study with the knowledge of who did and did not drop out of
school. The study suggested schools should set their own cut scores to determine who
needs interventions, and they discussed that the cut score could vary. It would be difficult
for schools to rely on such a measurement, since an accurate cut score could only be
determined by already knowing who graduated and who dropped out of school. A
positive characteristic of the scale is that, regardless of cut score, it is designed so higher
scores generally indicated higher risk of dropping out of school. With this in mind,
schools could at least use the scale to give some idea of which students need
interventions more than others, even if they cannot necessarily predict which students
may drop out without interventions.
Another example of a study focusing on high school students was reported by
Heppen and Therriault (2008). While they acknowledged the range of predictor variables
reported by other researchers, they chose to focus their work on just two main variables:
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attendance and grades. They intended to build a system of identification that would be
feasible and easy to apply to all students in a setting, and they recommended ninth grade
as an important milestone year to track.
Heppen and Therriault (2008) determined from other research that missing more
than 10% of school days should be considered a cause for concern. They also determined
that falling off-track for graduation, meaning a student was not on pace to graduate after
ninth grade, was a major indicator of a student being at-risk of dropping out of school.
The authors suggested schools could easily track these two categories of data for all
students and provide interventions for those who seem to need them.
A positive aspect of this study was that Heppen and Therriault (2008) worked to
keep their process practical for schools to apply to all students. In doing this, however,
there were still two significant limitations. First, as with other studies focusing on high
school students, any interventions offered for identified students will likely be less
effective than if they were offered earlier (Alexander et al., 1997; Bowers, 2010;
Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). Second, in their attempt to keep the process simple and
practical, Heppen and Therriault (2008) did not utilize several variables repeatedly found
by other researchers to be indicators of potential dropouts, including discipline, test
scores, and socioeconomic status (Battin-Pearson et al., 2000; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002;
Rumberger, 2007).
As indicated for these studies, researchers choosing to focus identification efforts
on high school students are all plagued by the same limitation – that waiting until high
school to identify and intervene for potential dropouts is too late to be fully effective
(Alexander et al., 1997; Bowers, 2010; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). In an effort to
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improve identification and intervention efforts, some researchers began to focus on
middle school students. Some of those efforts will be discussed in the next section.
Identifying Potential Dropouts During Middle School
Rumberger (2007) attempted to develop a method for earlier identification of
potential dropouts, focusing his attention on middle school students. He looked at two
main areas of risk factors: demographic factors and student performance measures. For
demographic factors, Rumberger (2007) focused on eighth graders and considered the
following characteristics: single-parent households; parents who did not graduate from
high school; older siblings dropped out of school; spending three or more hours at home
alone each day; limited English proficiency; and low socioeconomic status. Using these
characteristics, Rumberger (2007) found that students possessing three or more of the risk
factors only graduated about 50% of the time. While this can still be a good tool for
schools to use, one limitation is that this prediction percentage falls below many of those
reported for high school-age identification strategies, as expected from the work of
Bowers (2010).
For student performance measures, Rumberger (2007) focused on sixth graders
and considered the following risk factors: failed English; failed math; unsatisfactory
behavior; and attendance rate of 80% or less. He found that, for his sample, 71% of
students with at least one risk factor dropped out before graduating. He went on,
however, to list some of his own limitations. First, he noted 41% of dropouts did not
possess any of the risk factors, meaning they would not have been identified as needing
interventions by his model. He also discussed that some of the students who did possess
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risk factors graduated without any interventions, meaning potentially using resources to
intervene for them would have meant using resources unnecessarily.
Balfanz et al. (2007) attempted to address the limitations found in these other
studies. They focused their research on sixth grade students in an attempt to identify
potential dropouts earlier than some other studies so that interventions would have a
better chance of being successful (Alexander et al., 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004;
Suh et al., 2007). Balfanz et al. (2007) also limited their risk factors to those commonly
available in school reports. This enabled them to keep their model practical enough to be
applied to students on a large scale, as opposed to those models that required personal
surveys, interviews, or questionnaires with students, teachers, or family members.
Through their analysis, Balfanz et al. (2007) identified five variables that showed
predictive power for eventual dropouts: attendance rate of 80% or less; failing math in
sixth grade; failing English in sixth grade; receiving an out-of school suspension in sixth
grade; and getting an unsatisfactory final behavior mark in any subject for sixth grade.
Students with these risk factors present in sixth grade failed to graduate at very high rates.
Students with unsatisfactory behavior marks dropped out at a rate of 71%, and all four of
the other factors yielded dropout rates of 80% or higher. As with other studies, even
though these rates are very high, there were still some students who dropped out without
showing any of these factors in sixth grade. This led to an overall prediction rate of 60%
for the model used by Balfanz et al. (2007).
Having responded to the need for earlier identification, practicality of the model,
and a relatively strong ability to predict dropouts, the study by Balfanz et al. (2007)
presented a very solid model for identifying potential dropouts earlier than high school so
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interventions could be applied at younger ages. While they addressed many of the
limitations of other studies, there was still one limitation for this study: some researchers
have determined that students who drop out of school often began moving down the path
toward dropping out during elementary school (Alexander et al., 1997; Bowers, 2010;
Christenson & Thurlow, 2004).
While efforts to identify potential dropouts in middle school have attempted to
improve on models for which identification did not happen until high school, there is still
a need to try for even earlier identification. For this reason, some researchers pursued the
development of identification models focused on elementary students. The next section
will discuss some of these efforts.
Identifying Potential Dropouts During Elementary School
Much of the research has focused on high school and middle school predictors of
dropouts, and elementary predictor research is not as abundant. For those researchers who
have considered elementary predictors, they have generally not developed prediction
models focused solely on those ages, but they have included elementary predictors in a
general discussion along with middle and high school factors (Alexander et al., 1997;
Jimerson et al., 2001; Montes & Lehmann, 2004).
In their discussion, Montes and Lehmann (2004) developed a list of predictors of
dropouts at various ages based on their review of literature. They started before
elementary school, listing quality of care giving as a predictor. They continued with first
grade and later elementary predictors, including problem behaviors, school performance,
grade retention, parent involvement, gender, socioeconomic status, stressful life events,
and mobility. Montes and Lehmann (2004) listed all the same predictors for middle and
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high school, but added absenteeism, disciplinary problems, and a self-report on
graduation likelihood.
Montes and Lehmann (2004) expanded their discussion on some of these factors
to include how well they predicted dropouts. They reported that being retained in first
grade led to a 300% increase in likelihood of dropping out later. They also found that first
graders with multiple risk factors dropped out 80% of the time, and students retained in
elementary and middle school dropped out 94% of the time. Montes and Lehmann (2004)
did not develop a tool for identifying potential dropouts, but they listed key factors that
schools could monitor and use to help themselves identify students in need of
intervention at all grade levels.
Another report looked at one specific elementary predictor of dropping out of
school. The Annie E. Casey Foundation (2010) reported that reading proficiency by the
end of third grade was a strong indicator of future dropouts. Specifically, the authors
noted, “millions of American children get to fourth grade without learning to read
proficiently. And that puts them on the dropout track” (p. 7) and “A person who is not at
least a modestly skilled reader by that time is unlikely to graduate from high school” (p.
9). Their reasoning behind these statements was that through third grade students were
generally learning the mechanics of how to read, but after that they were using reading to
learn other topics. If a student did not master the mechanics of reading by that time, often
they were left behind after the classroom focus on learning how to read had shifted to
other topics with the assumption that students had grasped basic reading skills.
While the report from the Annie E. Casey Foundation (2010) discussed reading
proficiency in elementary school in great detail, the purpose of the report was not to
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discuss other predictors of future dropouts nor was it to specifically use reading
proficiency to predict future dropouts. The idea of focusing on one specific factor,
though, served to bring attention to one topic that schools could attempt to affect for
students who struggle.
Both the Annie E. Casey Foundation (2010) and Montes and Lehmann (2004)
discussed elementary predictors of dropouts. As identification tools, however, they were
both lacking. Neither collected data from a sample of students to use data analysis to
support their claims or to offer more detailed information. Both reports did attempt to
provide motivation and encouragement to consider elementary factors as dropout
predictors, responding to the limitations of other studies where the identification of atrisk students came later. The lack of an identification tool led to the need for the current
study, which attempted to develop a quantitative identification tool based on schoolbased data.
Previous Identification Models Developed Using Regression
The current study intended to use multiple regression to develop an identification
model to predict future high school dropouts during elementary school. Among the
studies previously discussed, four of the authors used regression in their studies to
develop their prediction models (Balfanz et al., 2007; Bowers, 2010; Suh et al., 2007;
Uekawa, Merola, Fernandez, & Porowski, 2010). Their studies differed from each other,
and as a result their regression attempts produced different findings. The current study
drew from these studies to help develop the methodology for data analysis. The findings
of those authors will be discussed in this section.
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Suh et al. (2007) used logistic regression to analyze their data. They began by
considering 20 different potential dropout predictors. Of these 20 predictors, 8 of them
were available through school-generated reports, while the remaining 12 had to be
collected through surveys. To begin to understand the effect of the different predictor
variables on eventual dropout rates, Suh et al. (2007) used Pearson correlations to draw
initial conclusions about the effects of each variable.
The data used by Suh et al. (2007) were from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth 1997 but, while the study collected data from a range of ages, they chose to focus
mostly on the presence of predictors at the eighth grade level. The Pearson correlation
revealed eight variables that showed stronger correlations with dropping out than with the
other predictor variables. These eight characteristics were: low grade point average,
suspensions, living with both biological parents, low socioeconomic status, number of
schools attended, percentage of peers going to college, first sexual experience prior to age
15, and optimism about the future.
Further analysis of the data was then done by Suh et al. (2007) using logistic
regression to control for the relationships between variables. Through this analysis, they
determined that 14 of the 20 variables they studied were statistically significant predictors
of dropouts. Suh et al. (2007) noted three of the strongest predictors of dropouts in their
study were commonly mentioned in other research: low GPA, suspensions, and low
socioeconomic status. In addition, they also found two other variables to be strong
predictors of dropouts: first sexual experience prior to age 15 and highest educational
attainment of the mother being high school or less.
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The conclusion drawn by Suh et al. (2007) was that eventual dropout or
graduation status was correctly predicted by their model for almost 82% of the
adolescents in the study. This was a high rate of accuracy, but as pointed out earlier in
this study, the identification of potential dropouts based on eighth grade data is often too
late. The study conducted by Suh et al. (2007) influenced the current study by looking
deeper at the effects each variable had on dropping out, given that many other studies just
calculated simple percentages of students possessing each variable who dropped out of
school. One aspect of the study by Suh et al. (2007) that was not replicated by the current
study was the inclusion of variables that had to be collected through surveys. The current
study intended instead to use only variables widely available through school-generated
reports.
Another group of authors who used logistic regression to develop a dropout
prediction model was Uekawa et al. (2010). Similar to other studies, Uekawa et al. started
with a list of predictor variables commonly mentioned in other studies. They initially
considered attendance, behavior, final course grades for English and math, charter school
versus regular school, race, socioeconomic status, English language learner status, special
education status, gender, and grade retention.
Uekawa et al. (2010) discussed the importance of developing a model using as
few variables as possible. Given that dropping out of school is a relatively rare
occurrence statistically, they concluded that a model using a long list of predictors could
not be statistically supported. Thus, while many of their predictor variables showed
independent associations with dropping out of school, they refined their model to
determine the strongest indicators when controlling for other indicators.
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Through their regression analysis, Uekawa et al. (2010) determined that three
variables showed high levels of consistency as predictors of dropout status. These
variables were attendance, grade retention, and final course grades for English and math.
They also specifically discussed their findings relative to the behavior variable. While
they found it to be true that dropouts had higher overall incidence of behavior problems,
none of their behavioral measures showed statistically significant predictive powers
relative to other variables.
In assessing the accuracy of their prediction model, Uekawa et al. (2010) noted
that the model successfully identified 58% of eventual dropouts as at risk of dropping out
of school. On the other hand, their model labeled a large number of students as at risk of
dropping out, and only about 12% of those identified actually dropped out of school.
Because their model incorrectly identified so many students and still correctly identified
just over half of all dropouts, Uekawa et al. (2010) described their results as a “large
prediction failure rate” (p. 11). They went on, however, to discuss that such a result was
inevitable due to the relatively low occurrence of dropouts.
The study conducted by Uekawa et al. (2010) was useful to the current study
because it included many of the same variables as the current study considered. Their
explanation of findings helped inform the current study by reiterating the need to find the
strongest predictor variables even though all considered variables may show some
relationship to dropout status. Additionally, the lack of accuracy in their findings was a
motivating factor for the current study to analyze the variables by a slightly different
method.
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Bowers (2010) employed a discrete-time hazard analysis using logistic regression
to develop his dropout prediction model. By using this method, he was able to account
for the fact that once a student drops out, no matter how early, that student’s generation
of additional data ends. He wanted to account for all years of each student’s education
without affecting his data by including characteristics that were no longer part of the
cohort’s makeup.
Through his review of literature, Bowers (2010) chose to consider seven variables
as potential predictors of dropouts: time in school (measured in years), gender, ethnicity,
district attended, total occurrence of D or F letter grades, grade retention (whether a
student was ever retained during his or her educational career), and GPA. Bowers used
three of these variables as dichotomous variables: gender, district, and ethnicity. District
was dichotomous because Bowers collected data from students in two different districts.
Ethnicity was treated as a dichotomous variable because Bowers differentiated between
European Americans and all other ethnicities. These three variables were not timevariant.
Since Bowers (2010) was considering effects over time, he included three
variables that were time-variant: grade retention, total occurrence of D or F letter grades,
and GPA. He felt it was important to note that each of these variables had the potential to
produce different measurements for each student based on which year in school was
considered. Bowers used the discrete-time hazard model with logistical regression to
analyze his data because he was interested in both when students were predicted to drop
out as well as which variables seemed to best indicate that risk in the first place.
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Through his regression analysis, Bowers (2010) was able to explain over 50% of
the variance in the probability of a student dropping out of school. He felt this was an
improvement over previous attempts at building prediction models, but he noticed that
none of time-invariant variables were included in the final model, suggesting that GPA
and retention status were good predictors of future dropouts without considering effects
over time.
The model developed by Bowers (2010) influenced the current study in two ways.
First, it considered the effects of variables over time. While the final model did not find
those effects to be part of an efficient prediction model, that information was helpful to
the current study. Second, Bowers’ study further revealed two key variables to consider,
grades and grade retention, both of which were considered for the current study.
Balfanz et al. (2007) used a data collection and analysis method that most closely
aligns with the intentions of the current study. They felt, similarly to the current study,
that data collected from surveys or observations can be impractical for schools to use on a
wide scale, so they focused on data generally available through school reports. The
variables they chose for consideration were standardized test scores, final course grades,
end-of-year behavior marks, numbers of in and out-of-school suspensions, attendance,
special education status, English as a second language status, and being one or more
years overage for grade.
In order to narrow down which variables to use in their prediction model, Balfanz
et al. (2007) first applied a two-part test to each variable. They looked for variables that
had high predictive power by themselves, which they defined as about 75% or more of
students flagged for that variable not graduating from high school. They also looked for
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variables that had a high yield, which they defined as identifying roughly 10% or more of
the future dropouts. Once they determined which variables satisfied both of their tests,
they used logistic regression to build their model.
Through their two-part test, Balfanz et al. (2007) identified five variables for
further analysis: attendance of 80% or less during sixth grade, a failing grade in math for
sixth grade, a failing English grade for sixth grade, receiving an out-of-school suspension
during sixth grade, and receiving an unsatisfactory final behavior mark in any subject
during sixth grade. They noted specifically that the final behavior mark had an incredibly
high yield. Fifty percent of the future dropouts possessed at least one unsatisfactory final
behavior mark in sixth grade. Ultimately, Balfanz et al. (2007) dropped suspensions as a
variable for their final model since almost all students who were suspended also received
an unsatisfactory behavior mark in at least one subject.
Following the two-part test, Balfanz et al. (2007) listed the individual effects of
each predictor variable after using logistic regression to control for the effects of the other
variables. They reported that students with poor attendance were 68% less likely than
other students to graduate, students with poor behavior were 56% less likely to graduate
than other students, students who failed math were 54% less likely to graduate, and
students who failed English were 42% less likely to graduate. They noted that each
variable was a statistically significant predictor of dropout status even after controlling
for the other variables.
Combining all variables, Balfanz et al. (2007) noted that their model was able to
correctly identify 60% of the students who eventually dropped out of school. In a more
descriptive fashion, they discussed the rates of graduation for students with different
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numbers of predictive flags present. Students with no flags graduated at a rate of 56%.
Students with one flag graduated at a rate of 36%. Following that, only 21% of students
with two flags graduated, 13% of those with three flags graduated, and only 7% of those
with all four flags graduated.
The study by Balfanz et al. (2007) was extremely useful to the current study for a
few reasons. First, their study chose variables in a fashion most consistent with the logic
used for the current study, namely to focus on practical, school-reported variables.
Second, their study focused on data collected during sixth grade. While this is still not as
early as the current study intended, it is earlier than the other studies reviewed that used
regression analysis. Finally, the reported results from their study gave reason to believe
that earlier identification could still be reasonably accurate as compared to later
identification.
Conclusion
As was shown in this literature review, there is a need to try to reduce the number
of students who drop out before graduation because dropping out leads to increased risks
of personal, societal, and familial consequences later in life. History has had evolving
viewpoints on how serious the problem of dropouts was, and how to best address it.
Many schools, districts, and states developed intervention programs aimed at preventing
dropouts, but they did not necessarily have a great impact on the dropout rate. This may
have stemmed from several different factors, but one major limitation was that schools
did not have tools that could accurately identify potential dropouts. If the intervention
programs were not aimed at the right students, they would certainly struggle to be
effective.
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In addition, there were other limitations to the success of interventions, mainly
based on how students were identified. Some identification efforts were too late for
programs to be entirely successful. Others were too impractical to apply to all students,
thus leaving some students without the necessary interventions. This led researchers to
look for earlier, practical, accurate methods for identifying students in need of
intervention. Different studies showed varying levels of success, but the basic issue was
that earlier identification efforts were generally less accurate than later efforts. With the
need, however, to begin interventions earlier, this was still an area very much in need of
additional research.
Several of the studies reviewed used logistic regression to analyze their data,
which was in line with the intentions of the current study. These studies reported various
levels of success at accurately predicting dropouts, but each of them offered insights for
the current study. The study by Balfanz et al. (2007) most influenced the current study
because of many similarities in philosophy.
All of these factors led to the current study, which was aimed at developing an
early, practical, accurate method of identifying potential high school dropouts in
elementary school. The literature has provided a great deal of guidance as to which
factors to consider and how to develop a research study on the topic. The next chapter
will detail the research method for this study.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The first chapter of this study provided an introduction for the study, including
describing many of the problems that tend to occur with increased frequency for students
who drop out of school prior to completion of high school. The first chapter also
introduced the research questions for the study as well as the conceptual underpinnings
guiding the study. It then covered the limitations and assumptions affecting the study, as
well as definitions of key terms and the significance of the study. The main focus was on
the notion that preventing students from dropping out of school is desirable for many
different reasons, and school leaders have felt increased pressure to find ways to decrease
the dropout rate.
The second chapter looked more deeply into the background of the dropout issue,
including estimates of the problem as well as descriptions of the problems dropouts tend
to face in higher frequencies later in life. The chapter then progressed to discussing
intervention efforts that schools and districts have started to initiate in an effort to
decrease the dropout rate, followed by some explanations for why many of those efforts
have not been successful. With the main focus being that interventions were often not
started early enough to be successful, the chapter then covered efforts to identify dropouts
earlier in school. This included rationale for identifying them earlier as well as general
decreases in accuracy the earlier identification was attempted. All of these issues led to
the purpose of this study, which was to find ways to identify dropouts earlier while still
maintaining a high level of accuracy of identification.
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This chapter will present the research questions guiding the study, then proceed to
describe the design of the study. This will include the rationales for choices of study
design as well as the methods to be employed. The explanation of study design will lead
directly to the selection of the population and sample for the study. Rationale will be
given for why the population and sample fit the study design, as well as support for why
the sample size will suffice for the study.
Following the population and sample selection, data collection will then be
covered. This will include how the data will be procured and why the source fits the
study well. This section will also include a discussion of the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) process and how it applies to this study. The final section of the paper will offer an
explanation of how the data will be analyzed. This will include rationale for the choice as
well as support through research for the analysis being employed. This study will seek to
build an effective predictive model to identify potential dropouts guided by the research
questions given in the next section.
Research Questions
For this quantitative study three research questions were used to guide the
research:
1. What combinations of school and family variables, such as attendance, grades,
test scores, socioeconomic status, discipline, reading level, and grade
retention, are the best predictors of the number of high school credits earned?
2. How early are these variables (attendance, grades, test scores, reading level,
socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade retention) reliable predictors of
the number of high school credits earned?
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3. How accurately and reliably will a model developed from these variables
(attendance, grades, test scores, reading level, socioeconomic status,
discipline, and grade retention) predict the number of high school credits
earned if used as early as fourth grade?
Design for the Study
The approach of this study was a quantitative analysis to address a problem of
practice, namely how to accurately predict potential future dropouts at an early age. The
study was strictly quantitative because it was intended to develop a model based on data
gained from typical school reports. Models that include qualitative elements tend to be
less practical for schools, and therefore can keep schools from consistently using the
instruments to identify potential dropouts (Balfanz et al., 2007).
The intention was that this study would develop a model that schools could apply
to all students every school year to predict the number of high school credits each student
would earn. These credit predictions would help identify students at risk of dropping out
of school based on whether they would be predicted to earn the required 24 credits to
graduate. If a school could typically just run a report that applies to all students, it is
hoped that schools would make a consistent practice of working to identify any students
at risk of eventually dropping out of school prior to high school graduation. In this way
there is less chance that any given student will miss the opportunity to be identified, and
therefore the chance to receive needed interventions.
The design of the study was correlational, using multiple regression to build a
model to predict the cumulative number of high school credits earned for each student.
The state in which this study was located required 24 credits to graduate from high
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school. As a result, any student predicted to earn less than 24 credits was considered to be
at-risk of dropping out of school prior to graduation. Any student predicted to earn 24 or
more credits was considered on track to graduate from high school.
Some previous studies have used just simple percentages to tie risk factors to
graduation rates (Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Heppen & Therriault, 2008; Kennelly &
Monrad, 2007; Mac Iver, Balfanz, & Byrnes, 2009; Rumberger, 2007), resulting in oversimplified analyses that offered useful information only on a surface level. Other studies
have relied on regression for analysis (Balfanz et al., 2007; Bowers, 2010; Suh et al.,
2007; Uekawa, Merola, Fernandez, & Porowski, 2010), leading to more in-depth
findings. These studies are more closely aligned with the intentions of this study, but they
have used data from students later in their school careers than this study.
In order to link the outcome variable (total number of high school credits earned)
to the predictor variables from elementary years, it was necessary to collect a longitudinal
range of data from elementary years through eventual graduation or dropout. This
provided the ability to use elementary data to build a model while already knowing the
eventual graduation or dropout status of each student.
Population and Sample
The population for this study was all members of a single graduating year cohort
from a suburban Midwest district. The sample included all students for whom data were
available from fourth grade (2004) through high school graduation or dropout (2012)
within the same district. The rationale for this sample was that graduation or dropout
status had to be identifiable, and that information had to be linked to the elementary
predictor variables in order to build the predictive model. Students who change schools
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between elementary and high school years are difficult or impossible to track, and their
experiences and treatments differ because they attend different school systems in
different areas.
Given the requirement that all students in the sample had available data from
elementary through high school years, a large suburban district was chosen in order to
present a large possible sample size within one local district. Other studies using
regression to build prediction models have used samples as small as 193 (Bowers, 2010)
and as large as 41,906 (Uekawa et al., 2010). This study should ideally present a useable
sample size of at least 200 students. According to Field (2009), this sample size will be
more than sufficient based on several different methods to estimate the needed sample
size. He estimated a regression sample would need 10-15 subjects per variable used. With
seven independent variables (attendance, grades, test scores, socioeconomic status,
discipline, reading level, and grade retention), this would give a minimum sample size of
70-105 subjects. The sample size would still satisfy Field’s estimates even if the mobility
rate topped 50%, making the assumption of a sufficient sample size reasonable.
Data Collection
This study used archival data from a school district that were gathered through
normal educational practices. The data source for this study was a suburban Midwest
district. The data were collected for the same students from elementary years (2004)
through graduation or dropout (2012) and included identified predictor variables. The
rationale for this data source was that this archival data allowed analysis of longitudinal
data without requiring a 12 year process of tracking students.
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Data Collection Procedures
The data for this study (attendance, grades, test scores, reading level,
socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade retention) were collected from central office
records for the district. Permission was obtained through the superintendent of the district
to get access to the records, and collection of these data required working with the core
data manager for the district. Compilation of these data was a large undertaking, so the
support of the district and the core data manager was crucial. Because the results of this
study can potentially be extremely valuable to the district, the work involved in providing
the data should have been worthwhile to the district.
Explanation of Variables
This study considered multiple variables as potential predictors of number of high
school credits earned. Because each of these variables could have been measured in
different ways, an explanation of how each variable was measured is warranted. To that
end, following are descriptions of each variable considered for this study.
Attendance. Attendance was used as a percentage of possible school time attended
during a given school year. For each student the amount of time attended was divided by
the amount of total time school was in session for that year to develop an attendance
percentage (Suh et al., 2007). This was treated as a continuous interval variable because
values could range anywhere from 0% to 100%.
Grades. Grades were measured as a final grade point average in core classes.
Core classes included mathematics, science, social studies, or English classes (Balfanz et
al., 2007). Grade point average was calculated on a four point scale, with an A earning
four points, a B earning three points, a C earning two points, a D earning one point, and
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an F earning zero points. All core grades were then averaged to develop a value between
0.0 and 4.0 for each student. This was treated as a continuous interval variable.
Test Scores. Test scores were reported as achievement scores from state-mandated
standardized achievement tests. Students took a grade level standardized state test during
the fourth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades in this study. The scores could have ranged
from 472 to 849. Test scores, then, were used as continuous interval variables.
Socioeconomic Status. Socioeconomic status was measured by whether or not a
student qualified for free, reduced, or full-priced lunch during a given school year
(Montes & Lehmann, 2004). Free or reduced lunch is a federally defined status and is not
affected by local districts. Free lunch and reduced lunch were combined for reporting
purposes, so students were reported as either full price lunch or free/reduced lunch. By
combining the two categories this was used as a binary nominal variable, with a value of
yes meaning a student qualified for either free or reduced lunch and a value of no
meaning a student did not qualify for either. This variable does have one limitation in that
students or families must apply for this status, so a qualifying family may not have been
reported because there was not an application received by the school.
Discipline. Discipline was measured by the number of occurrences of behavior for
which a disciplinary or behavioral log entry was recorded for a student, regardless of
severity (Balfanz, Bridgeland, Moore, & Fox, 2010). This included all behaviors logged
at the office level. This variable was used as a continuous interval variable reported on a
discrete scale. Student numbers of referrals could have ranged from zero to an indefinite
number, reported as integers.
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Reading Level. Reading level was measured by the district’s tool for determining
at which grade level a student was reading at the end of each grade level. The district in
this study reported reading levels as final reading lexile scores recorded at the end of each
grade. Lexile scores could range from zero for a beginning reader to more than 1600 for
an advanced reader. Reading scores were used as a continuous interval variable.
Grade Retention. Grade retention was measured by whether or not a student ever
had to repeat and complete an entire grade in school prior to fourth grade (Kennelly &
Monrad, 2007). A student who ever had to repeat a grade prior to the fourth grade data
collection was reported as a yes, while a student who did not have to repeat any grades
was reported as a no. Grade retention was used as a binary nominal variable.
Each of these measurements was pulled from the student information system for
the district. The system tracked these data points for each student for each school year
used in the study. Grades, attendance, and reading level would have been tracked by
classroom teachers and reported through the student information system. Test scores,
socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade retention would have been tracked by the
school office and reported through the student information system. Table 1 lists each of
the variables for the study.
Human Subjects Protection
The data for this study were not collected directly from individuals because they
were collected from school archival data by the permission of the superintendent. The
collected data pertained to living individuals and were considered private. Whether the
study was subject to IRB review, then, was determined by whether or not the data were
considered individually identifiable. There was no reason that student names needed to be
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Table 1
Dependent and Independent Variables

Variable

Dependent/Independent

Type

Total Number of High
School Credits Earned

Dependent

Continuous Interval

Attendance

Independent

Continuous Interval

Discipline

Independent

Continuous Interval

Grade Retention

Independent

Binary Nominal

Grades

Independent

Continuous Interval

Reading Level

Independent

Continuous Interval

Socioeconomic Status

Independent

Binary Nominal

Test Scores

Independent

Continuous Interval

tied to the data. It sufficed to assign students a non-identifiable number, such as a
Missouri Student Information System (MOSIS) number.
This assignment of a number rather than student names was done to help facilitate
IRB approval. IRB approval was sought and granted as exempt based on the specifics of
this study. In addition to IRB exemption, the confidentiality and protection of the data
were ensured by keeping the data on a secure computer that was kept private.
Data Analysis
As stated previously, the data for this study were pulled from central office core
data records. The data were in the form of numerical data for most variables as outlined
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below and a yes or no response for others. This enabled the data to be fairly simple in
form for the amount of data required for this study.
Because the analysis was entirely quantitative, the data were exported from the
student information system to Microsoft Excel and collected in spreadsheet form. To
analyze the data, the Microsoft Excel spreadsheets were imported into the SPSS (Version
17.0) statistical analysis program. The analysis used predictor variables to develop a
multiple regression model that predicted future numbers of cumulative high school
credits earned for each student.
The dependent variable for this study was the number of high school credits
earned, which could be used to identify whether or not a student qualified to graduate
from high school, based on the requirement of 24 credits to graduate. The predictor
variables served as the independent variables and were identified from other research
studies on this topic. Based on these other studies, the independent variables for this
study were attendance, discipline, grade retention, grades, test scores, socioeconomic
status, and reading level (Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2010; Balfanz et al., 2007; Bowers,
2010; Carpenter & Ramirez, 2007; Mac Iver et al., 2009; Neild et al., 2007; Suh et al.,
2007; Zvoch, 2006).
These variables were used to perform a regression analysis to answer the first
research question of this study. Forward stepwise regression was used to identify which
variables contributed to the prediction models with significance. After each grade level
model was developed, the results were analyzed to identify patterns regarding which
variables were retained with significance for each model.
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Forward stepwise regression was chosen for the study for one main reason: the
development of the prediction models was exploratory in nature. Field (2009) noted that
stepwise methods of regression might not be as desirable as other methods because they
eliminate the opportunity for the researcher to make methodological decisions about
which variables to include in the model being developed. As noted previously, the
literature offered minimal guidance about which variables were strong predictors at the
elementary level, and studies that did account for elementary predictions did not offer
input into the order of significance of any variables. Given these factors, the development
of prediction models for this study was exploratory, making forward stepwise regression
a reasonable choice.
The second research question of this study dealt with how early the predictors
would be valid. Since archival data were collected dating back to elementary school, it
was possible to consider data from different ages. Previous research showed that earlier
identification attempts tended to result in reduced accuracy (Bowers, 2010). Through the
data analysis, it was determined at which grade level the data contributed to the most
useful model considering the balance between accuracy and early identification, with the
initial goal being to develop the prediction model using data from fourth grade.
The third research question for this study sought to determine how accurate and
useful the resulting model would be when developed from fourth grade data. Once it was
determined at which elementary grade the best model could be developed, the question of
accuracy was answered by analyzing the model developed from fourth grade data. The
fourth grade model was analyzed to see how accurately it could predict the number of
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high school credits earned as well as to see how much variance in credits was explained
by the model. Table 2 lists each research question along with the type of analysis used.
To verify validity of the developed prediction model, the model was applied to the
existing data. This ensured the model accurately identified future dropouts without
missing some or falsely labeling others. The reliability of the model was ensured because
the model incorporated report-generated predictor data rather than more subjective data
types like surveys or interviews. Because of this, the model yielded the same results each
time it was applied to a given set of data. The results of the study should have been
generalizable to other suburban Midwest districts of similar demographics. Because the
study did not account for data from other types of districts, it was not necessarily
generalizable to schools in other settings.
Summary
Dropping out of school has been shown to have many potential consequences for
the students involved (Alexander, Entwisle, & Horsey, 1997; Christenson & Thurlow,
2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh, Suh, & Houston, 2007). As a result, school
officials have put much effort into dropout prevention. Because it is often too late to
prevent dropouts once students reach high school, attention has turned toward earlier
identification of students at risk of dropping out of school. In this way, schools hope to
design interventions to help the students before they ever reach the levels of wanting to
drop out of school.
In order to successfully predict students at risk of dropping out, many models
have been developed to use as identification tools for schools. Unfortunately, most of the
existing tools are lacking in some fashion. This leads to the problem addressed by this
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Table 2
Research Questions and Analysis Methods

Research Question

Type of Analysis

1. What combinations of school and

Forward stepwise regression

family variables, such as attendance,

performed on data from each grade

grades, test scores, socioeconomic status,

level from fourth grade through

discipline, reading level, and grade retention,

eighth grade, with analysis of the

are the best predictors of the number of high

resulting prediction models looking

school credits earned?

for patterns

2. How early are these variables

Forward stepwise regression

(attendance, grades, test scores,

performed on data from each grade

reading level, socioeconomic status,

level from fourth grade through

discipline, and grade retention) reliable

eighth grade, with comparisons of

predictors of the number of high school

the resulting prediction models

credits earned?
3. How accurately and reliably will a

Forward stepwise regression

model developed from these variables

performed on the fourth grade data

(attendance, grades, test scores, reading

set

level, socioeconomic status, discipline,
and grade retention) predict the number of
high school credits earned if used as early
as fourth grade?
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study. This study is intended to fill that gap by developing a model that is early, accurate,
and practical for schools to use.
The research questions for this study were presented, followed by the description
of a quantitative study designed to answer those questions through development of a
predictive model. The population and sample selections were presented, along with
rationale for why they were appropriate for this study. Data collection procedures were
then discussed. For data analysis, a description of the methods planned was presented.
This study used multiple regression to build the predictive models. Rationale was given
for the selection of this method as well as the adequacy of the planned sample.
The research design and methods in this study were developed to answer the
research questions. Through pursuit of this study, a practical predictive model was
developed with the intention of offering school leaders a tool they could use to reduce the
numbers of dropouts. This could potentially help school officials to accomplish the
further goal of alleviating the many problems that may occur when students drop out of
school before graduating.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND FINDINGS

School leaders are under pressure to keep students in school through graduation.
By doing so, those leaders can help students avoid the increased risks of negative
characteristics later in life associated with dropping out of high school. These include
lower income, need for welfare support, unemployment, and criminal activity (Alexander
et al., 1997; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al, 2007).
Those working with students they feel may drop out of school have attempted to
identify the students most in need of attention. Christenson and Thurlow (2004)
suggested interventions should be aimed at the specific reasons students are at risk of
dropping out, showing that such efforts lead to some success at keeping those students in
school. One researcher, Bowers (2010), found that interventions applied to students
already in high school are not very effective. He felt students at that age were already too
far down the path of dropping out of school to effectively change their fates. Gleason and
Dynarski (2002) felt that a common problem was targeting the interventions at the wrong
students in the first place. Certainly, interventions applied to the wrong students would
have little effect on dropout rates.
As a result of these types of findings, school leaders have sought ways to identify
potential dropouts both earlier and more accurately. These efforts are based on the
findings of researchers like Entwisle and Alexander (1993), who discussed the
importance of early educational experiences and their impact on future schooling for
students. Suh et al. (2007) noted that earlier interventions are more successful than later
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interventions, but Bowers (2010) found earlier identifiers of potential dropouts are not as
accurate as later identifiers. These last two factors work against each other – the need for
earlier identification coupled with the reduction of accuracy that comes with earlier
identification. This makes the job of school leaders attempting to intervene even more
difficult.
Many researchers have sought ways to more successfully identify potential
dropouts earlier (Alexander et al., 1997; Battin-Pearson et al., 2000; Bowers, 2010;
Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al., 2007). The current
study has attempted to build on the work of these and other researchers to develop a
model based on elementary data to identify potential dropouts in need of interventions. If
successful, these earlier identifications could lead to more powerful interventions aimed
at helping these students persist in school through graduation.
The first three chapters of this study covered the background and purpose of this
study, followed by a review of literature pertaining to this research, concluded with a
description of the study planned to develop a prediction model. This chapter will discuss
the results and findings of the study that was conducted. The data were collected and
analyzed, and this chapter will detail the findings of that analysis. It will present an
overview of the study, list the research questions that guided the study, and discuss the
demographics of the study. Following that, the findings resulting from each of the three
research questions will be covered.
Overview of Study
This study was based on a sample of 222 students who entered high school
together in a cohort on track to graduate in May 2012 from the same Midwestern
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suburban high school. The dependent variable in this study was the final number of high
school credit hours attained by each student. The independent variables used as predictors
for this study were all collected from archived school district data dating back to when
the students were in fourth grade in the same district.
The independent variables for the study were identified by reviewing prior
research, with a requirement that the data be available for collection through school
records rather than through interviews or surveys. The final list of independent variables
considered for analysis included attendance, grades, test scores, socioeconomic status,
discipline, reading level, and grade retention. Each of these variables was exported from
school records into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, which was then imported into SPSS
for analysis.
Research Questions
For this quantitative study three questions were used to guide the research:
1. What combinations of school and family variables, such as attendance, grades,
test scores, reading level, socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade
retention, are the best predictors of the number of high school credits earned?
2. How early are these variables (attendance, grades, test scores, reading level,
socioeconomic status, discipline, and grade retention) reliable predictors of
the number of high school credits earned?
3. How accurately and reliably will a model developed from these variables
(attendance, grades, test scores, reading level, socioeconomic status,
discipline, and grade retention) predict the number of high school credits
earned if used as early as fourth grade?
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Demographics
As noted earlier, the sample for this study consisted of 222 students who entered
high school as part of the same cohort. This sample was limited to only students who had
been in the same district continuously from fourth grade through graduation or dropout so
the archived data would be available for all students in the sample. Descriptive analyses
were first performed on the data to provide a general overview of the data. While the
sample consisted of 222 students, not all variables resulted in 222 values since the
archived data were not complete for all students in the sample.
The dependent variable in this study was total number of high school credit hours
earned. For the school district from which the data were collected the minimum number
of credits required to graduate from high school was 24. For the entire sample of 222
students, 199 students earned 24 or more credits. This represented 89.64% of the total
sample. See Figure 1 for a histogram representing frequencies of each number of credits
earned in the sample.
Two variables in the study were treated as binary nominal variables. These two
variables were socioeconomic status and grade retention. For socioeconomic status,
students were listed as having qualified for poverty assistance or not as measured by their
participation in the free or reduced lunch price program. For grade retention, students
were recorded as having been retained prior to fourth grade or not.
These two variables were only reported one time for all students in the study. As a
result there is not a separate summary of these two variables for each of the grade levels
considered. A descriptive analysis for all of the other variables in the study will be
provided in the following sections, but the frequency analysis of socioeconomic status
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Figure 1. Histogram displaying the total number of credit hours earned by each student
and the frequency of each total. Minimum number of credit hours required for graduation
is 24.

and grade retention were only performed once for all included grades. See Table 3 for a
list of the frequencies of these two variables for the data set.
All other variables in the study were subjected to a descriptive analysis for each
grade level of data collected. This includes test scores, discipline, reading level,
attendance, and grades. In the following sections, descriptive data for each grade level
will be presented, which includes fourth through eighth grades for the graduating cohort.
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Table 3
Frequencies of Binary Nominal Variables for all Grades

Variable

N

Frequency

Socioeconomic Status

222

Poverty = 49

Poverty = 22.07%

Non-Poverty = 173

Non-Poverty = 77.93%

Retained = 3

Retained = 1.35%

Not Retained = 219

Not Retained = 98.65%

Grade Retention

222

Percent

Fourth Grade Data
Of the five continuous variables originally considered, relatively complete fourth
grade data were available for four of the variables. One variable in particular, grades, was
considerably lacking in the available records. See Table 4 for a listing of the descriptive
Table 4
Descriptives of Continuous Independent Variables (Fourth Grade)

Variable

N

Test Scores

205

657.190

27.995

Discipline

222

0.450

1.132

Reading Level

219

837.770

228.680

Attendance

222

0.964

0.030

Grades

67

2.963

0.867
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Mean

sd

analyses of the continuous variables for fourth grade in this study. This includes test
scores, discipline, reading level, attendance, and grades. The lack of complete data on
grades will be addressed in a later section, and it will be shown that the prediction model
developed from fourth grade data was not severely impacted by the lack of complete
grade data due to high correlations with other data.
Fifth Grade Data
Of the five continuous variables originally considered, fifth grade data were
available for only three of the variables. The district was not able to recover grade data
from that year, and the students did not take any standardized tests during fifth grade, so
there were no test scores available. See Table 5 for a listing of the descriptive analyses of
the continuous variables for fifth grade data in this study. This includes discipline,
reading level, and attendance.
Table 5
Descriptives of Continuous Independent Variables (Fifth Grade)

Variable

N

Mean

sd

Discipline

221

0.330

0.850

Reading Level

220

69.410

16.318

Attendance

221

0.964

0.034

The lack of test scores for fifth grade was inevitable, since the state in which the
study was conducted did not require standardized tests at the fifth grade level at the time
the students were in fifth grade. The lack of attendance data was a limitation introduced
into the study by the fact the district could not recover any records for that data. The lack
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of data on grades will be addressed in a later section, and it will be shown that grades
tended to show a high correlation with other variables throughout the grade levels in this
study, lessening the impact on the prediction model of these missing data.
Sixth Grade Data
Of the five continuous variables originally considered, sixth grade data were
available for all five of the variables. See Table 6 for a descriptive analysis of the
continuous variables for sixth grade data in this study. This includes test scores,
discipline, reading level, attendance, and grades.
Table 6
Descriptives of Continuous Independent Variables (Sixth Grade)

Variable

N

Mean

sd

Test Scores

219

681.980

26.643

Discipline

219

1.080

2.645

Reading Level

214

963.210

214.613

Attendance

219

0.961

0.044

Grades

219

2.442

1.117

Seventh Grade Data
Of the five continuous variables originally considered, seventh grade data were
available for four of the variables. The variables for which data were collected were test
scores, discipline, reading level, and grades. For the seventh grade data set, attendance
data were not available. This was due to a problem with the district being able to recover
the data. The lack of attendance data for seventh grade was a limitation introduced into
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the study. This limitation will be discussed in more detail in a later section. This
limitation likely had an impact on the prediction capabilities of the seventh grade model
because attendance was retained as a significant factor in the prediction models
developed at each of the other grades that had attendance data. See Table 7 for a
descriptive analysis of the continuous variables for seventh grade data in this study. This
includes test scores, discipline, reading level, and grades.
Table 7
Descriptives of Continuous Independent Variables (Seventh Grade)

Variable

N

Mean

sd

Test Scores

216

687.510

29.910

Discipline

216

1.340

3.346

Reading Level

215

1010.850

216.712

Grades

216

2.789

1.053

Eighth Grade Data
Of the five continuous variables originally considered, eighth grade data were
available for all five of the variables. See Table 8 for a descriptive analysis of the
continuous variables for eighth grade data in this study. This includes test scores,
discipline, reading level, attendance, and grades.
Research Question One
The first research question for this study addressed identifying the best
combinations of independent variables for predicting total number of high school credits
earned. To answer this research question, forward stepwise regression was performed for
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Table 8
Descriptives of Continuous Independent Variables (Eighth Grade)

Variable

N

Mean

sd

Test Scores

218

706.750

28.178

Discipline

219

0.740

1.786

Reading Level

215

1069.270

195.883

Attendance

219

0.959

0.056

Grades

217

2.853

1.005

each grade level data set, from fourth grade through eighth grade. The results of the
regression analyses were examined to see which independent variables were retained in
each model, and any patterns that emerged. In the following sections, the forward
stepwise regression results will be discussed for each grade level of data, followed by a
consideration of any patterns that emerged.
Fourth Grade Data Regression Analysis
Multiple regression was performed on the fourth grade data set using the forward
stepwise method on the six independent variables that had large enough sample sizes to
be considered for the model with the dependent variable of final number of high school
credits earned. These included test scores, discipline, reading level, attendance, grade
retention, and socioeconomic status. The exclusion of grade data based on too small a
sample size will be further discussed in a later section.
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Forward stepwise regression was chosen to identify which independent variables
contributed to the final model with significance. The final model developed through
regression resulted in four variables contributing to the model with significance and two
variables being excluded. The final model demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of number of high school credits earned (R=.508, R2=.258, Radj=.243, F=17.214,
p<.001, Sest=3.889). The final model accounted for 25.8% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned (see Table 9).
Table 9
Forward stepwise regression Model Summary (Fourth Grade)

Model

R

R2

Adj. R2

Std. Error of
The Estimate

F

p

1

.386

.149

.144

4.134

35.111

<.001

2

.442

.195

.187

4.029

24.259

<.001

3

.477

.227

.216

3.958

19.508

<.001

4

.508

.258

.243

3.889

17.214

<.001

Note. Model 1 entered the variable test scores. Model 2 added the variable attendance. Model 3 added the
variable discipline. Model 4 added the variable socioeconomic status.

When predicting total number of high school credits earned at an alpha level of
.05, the final model retained four of the independent variables with significance. The
included variables were test scores (Beta = .261, p < .001), attendance (Beta = .207, p =
.001), discipline (Beta = -.187, p = .003), and socioeconomic status (Beta = -.186, p =
.005). At the alpha level of .05, two variables were excluded from the model. The two
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excluded variables were grade retention (Beta = .074, p = .236) and reading level (Beta =
.074, p = .391). Table 10 summarizes the variables that were included and excluded from
the model.
Table 10
Forward stepwise regression Model Variable Results (Fourth Grade)

Variables

B

Std Error

(Constant)

-33.336

11.301

Test Scores

0.042

0.011

Attendance

33.206

Discipline
Socioeconomic
Status

Beta

t

p

-2.950

.004

.261

3.925

<.001

9.894

.207

3.356

.001

-0.747

0.250

-.187

-2.994

.003

-2.044

0.714

-.186

-2.865

.005

Reading
Level

.074

1.188

.236

Grade
Retention

.074

0.860

.391

The final model developed through forward stepwise regression applied to the
fourth grade data resulted in the following equation for predicting total number of high
school credits earned: Total Credits = .042(Test Scores) + 33.206(Attendance) .747(Discipline) – 2.044(Socioeconomic Status) – 33.336. The overall fit of this model
was R2 = .258 and the standard error was 3.889. This model was developed without data
for grades being included, and the final model excluded the variables grade retention and
reading level.
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Fifth Grade Data Regression Analysis
Multiple regression was performed on the fifth grade data set using the forward
stepwise method on the five independent variables for which fifth grade data were
available with the dependent variable of final number of high school credits earned.
These included discipline, reading level, attendance, grade retention, and socioeconomic
status. The limitations presented by the lack of grade or test score data will be discussed
further in a later section.
Forward stepwise regression was chosen to identify which independent variables
contributed to the final model with significance. The final model developed through
regression resulted in five variables contributing to the model with significance and no
variables being excluded. The final model demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of number of high school credits earned (R=.597, R2=.356, Radj=.341, F=23.695,
p<.001, Sest=3.689). The final model accounted for 35.6% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned (see Table 11).
When predicting total number of high school credits earned at an alpha level of
.05, the final model retained five of the independent variables with significance. The
included variables were reading level (Beta = .293, p < .001), discipline (Beta = -.295, p
< .001), attendance (Beta = .240, p < .001), socioeconomic status (Beta = -.224, p <
.001), and grade retention (Beta = .128, p = .022). At the alpha level of .05, no variables
were excluded from the model. Table 12 summarizes the variables that were included in
the model.
The final model developed through forward stepwise regression applied to the
fifth grade data resulted in the following equation for predicting total number of high
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Table 11
Forward stepwise regression Model Summary (Fifth Grade)

Model

R

R2

Adj. R2

Std. Error of
The Estimate

F

p

1

.387

.149

.146

4.202

38.309

<.001

2

.492

.242

.235

3.976

34.588

<.001

3

.547

.299

.289

3.833

30.662

<.001

4

.583

.340

.328

3.726

27.742

<.001

5

.597

.356

.341

3.689

23.695

<.001

Note. Model 1 entered the variable reading level. Model 2 added the variable discipline. Model 3 added the
variable attendance. Model 4 added the variable socioeconomic status. Model 5 added the variable grade
retention.

school credits earned: Total Credits = .082(Reading Level) – 1.858(Discipline) +
32.859(Attendance) – 2.457(Socioeconomic Status) + 5.016(Grade Retention) – 10.826.
The overall fit of this model was R2 = .356 and the standard error was 3.689. This model
was developed without data for grades or test scores being included, and the final model
excluded none of the variables for which fifth grade data was available.
Sixth Grade Data Regression Analysis
Multiple regression was performed on the sixth grade data set using the forward
stepwise method on the seven independent variables with the dependent variable of final
number of high school credits earned. These included grades, test scores, discipline,
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Table 12
Forward stepwise regression Model Variable Results (Fifth Grade)

Variables

B

Std Error

(Constant)

-10.826

7.318

Reading
Level

0.082

0.016

Discipline

-1.858

Attendance

Beta

t

p

-1.479

.141

.293

5.075

<.001

0.350

-.295

-5.307

<.001

32.747

7.511

.240

4.375

<.001

Socioeconomic
Status

-2.457

0.627

-.224

-3.920

<.001

Grade
Retention

5.016

2.181

.128

2.300

.022

reading level, attendance, grade retention, and socioeconomic status. Sixth grade was the
earliest grade level in this study for which data was available for all variables.
Forward stepwise regression was chosen to identify which independent variables
contributed to the final model with significance. The final model developed through
regression resulted in five variables contributing to the model with significance and two
variables being excluded. The final model demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of number of high school credits earned (R=.611, R2=.374, Radj=.359, F=24.822,
p<.001, Sest=3.388). The final model accounted for 37.4% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned (see Table 13).
When predicting total number of high school credits earned at an alpha level of
.05, the final model retained five of the independent variables with significance. The
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Table 13
Forward stepwise regression Model Summary (Sixth Grade)

Model

R

R2

Adj. R2

Std. Error of
The Estimate

F

p

1

.519

.269

.265

3.625

77.987

<.001

2

.557

.310

.303

3.531

47.371

<.001

3

.583

.340

.330

3.461

36.040

<.001

4

.602

.362

.350

3.411

29.628

<.001

5

.611

.374

.359

3.388

24.822

<.001

Note. Model 1 entered the variable grades. Model 2 added the variable attendance. Model 3 added the
variable reading level. Model 4 added the variable discipline. Model 5 added the variable test scores.

included variables were grades (Beta = .313, p < .001), attendance (Beta = .192, p =
.002), reading level (Beta = .342, p < .001), discipline (Beta = -.141, p = .025), and test
scores (Beta = -.179, p = .049). At the alpha level of .05, two variables were excluded
from the model. The two excluded variables were socioeconomic status (Beta = -.087, p
= .148) and grade retention (Beta = .086, p = .139). Table 14 summarizes the variables
that were included and excluded from the model.
The final model developed through forward stepwise regression applied to the
sixth grade data resulted in the following equation for predicting total number of high
school credits earned: Total Credits = 1.196(Grades) + 19.423(Attendance) +
.007(Reading Level) – .244(Discipline) - .029(Test Scores) + 17.823. The overall fit
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Table 14
Forward stepwise regression Model Variable Results (Sixth Grade)

Variables

B

Std Error

(Constant)

17.823

10.415

t

p

1.711

.089

1.196

0.292

.313

4.101

<.001

19.423

6.075

.192

3.197

.002

Reading
Level

0.007

0.002

.342

3.723

<.001

Discipline

-0.244

0.108

-.141

-2.252

.025

Test Scores

-0.029

0.015

-.179

-1.984

.049

Socioeconomic
Status

-.087

-1.453

.148

Grade
Retention

.086

1.485

.139

Grades
Attendance

Beta

of this model was R2 = .374 and the standard error was 3.388. The final model excluded
the variables grade retention and reading level.
Seventh Grade Data Regression Analysis
Multiple regression was performed on the seventh grade data set using the
forward stepwise method on the six independent variables for which seventh grade data
was available with the dependent variable of final number of high school credits earned.
These included grades, discipline, reading level, grade retention, and socioeconomic
status. The limitations presented by the lack of attendance data will be discussed further
in a later section.
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Forward stepwise regression was chosen to identify which independent variables
contributed to the final model with significance. The final model developed through
regression resulted in four variables contributing to the model with significance and two
variables being excluded. The final model demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of number of high school credits earned (R=.621, R2=.386, Radj=.374, F=33.017,
p<.001, Sest=3.633). The final model accounted for 38.6% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned (see Table 15).
Table 15
Forward stepwise regression Model Summary (Seventh Grade)

Model

R

R2

Adj. R2

Std. Error of
The Estimate

F

p

1

.511

.261

.258

3.958

75.225

<.001

2

.593

.352

.346

3.715

57.564

<.001

3

.612

.375

.366

3.658

42.143

<.001

4

.621

.386

.374

3.633

33.017

<.001

Note. Model 1 entered the variable grades. Model 2 added the variable discipline. Model 3 added the
variable test scores. Model 4 added the variable grade retention.

When predicting total number of high school credits earned at an alpha level of
.05, the final model retained four of the independent variables with significance. The
included variables were grades (Beta = .266, p < .001), discipline (Beta = -.347, p <
.001), test scores (Beta = .195, p = .003), and grade retention (Beta = .110, p = .050). At
the alpha level of .05, two variables were excluded from the model. The two excluded
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variables were reading level (Beta =.076, p = .430) and socioeconomic status (Beta =
-.081, p = .174). Table 16 summarizes the variables that were included and excluded from
the model.
Table 16
Forward stepwise regression Model Variable Results (Seventh Grade)

Variables

B

Std Error

(Constant)

2.102

6.347

Grades

1.161

0.307

Discipline

-.475

Test Scores
Grade
Retention

Beta

t

p

0.327

.744

.266

3.780

<.001

0.084

-.347

-5.634

<.001

0.030

0.010

.195

3.053

.003

4.283

2.168

.110

1.975

.050

Reading
Level

.076

0.791

.430

Socioeconomic
Status

-.081

-1.365

.174

The final model developed through forward stepwise regression applied to the
seventh grade data resulted in the following equation for predicting total number of high
school credits earned: Total Credits = 2.161(Grades) –.475(Discipline) +.03(Test Scores)
+ 4.283(Grade Retention) + 2.102. The overall fit of this model was R2 = .386 and the
standard error was 3.633. The final model excluded the variables reading level and
socioeconomic status.
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Eighth Grade Data Regression Analysis
Multiple regression was performed on the eighth grade data set using the forward
stepwise method on the seven independent variables with the dependent variable of final
number of high school credits earned. These included grades, test scores, discipline,
reading level, attendance, grade retention, and socioeconomic status. Eighth grade was
the latest grade level in this study for which data were collected because the focus of the
study was to develop prediction models earlier than high school age.
Forward stepwise regression was chosen to identify which independent variables
contributed to the final model with significance. The final model developed through
regression resulted in four variables contributing to the model with significance and three
variables being excluded. The final model demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of number of high school credits earned (R=.634, R2=.402, Radj=.391, F=35.364,
p<.001, Sest=3.122). The final model accounted for 40.2% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned (see Table 17).
When predicting total number of high school credits earned at an alpha level of
.05, the final model retained four of the independent variables with significance. The
included variables were grades (Beta = .297, p < .001), attendance (Beta = .266, p <
.001), test scores (Beta = .317, p < .001), and grade retention (Beta = .121, p = .027). At
the alpha level of .05, three variables were excluded from the model. The three excluded
variables were reading level (Beta = .012, p = .874), discipline (Beta = -.111, p = .052),
and socioeconomic status (Beta = -.084, p = .147). Table 18 summarizes the variables
that were included and excluded from the model.
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Table 17
Forward stepwise regression Model Summary (Eighth Grade)

Model

R

R2

Adj. R2

Std. Error of
The Estimate

F

p

1

.514

.264

.261

3.440

76.462

<.001

2

.566

.321

.314

3.314

50.011

<.001

3

.623

.388

.380

3.151

44.670

<.001

4

.634

.402

.391

3.122

35.364

<.001

Note. Model 1 entered the variable grades. Model 2 added the variable attendance. Model 3 added the
variable test scores. Model 4 added the variable grade retention.

The final model developed through forward stepwise regression applied to the
eighth grade data resulted in the following equation for predicting total number of high
school credits earned: Total Credits = 1.179(Grades) + 28.104(Attendance) + .045(Test
Scores) + 4.11(Grade Retention) - 36.509. The overall fit of this model was R2 = .402 and
the standard error was 3.122. The final model excluded the variables reading level,
discipline, and socioeconomic status.
Research Question One Discussion
To answer the question of which combinations of variables are the best predictors
of total number of high school credits earned, forward stepwise regression was performed
on the data collected from fourth through eighth grades. Following the regression
analysis, the results were examined to identify which variables showed the best predictive
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Table 18
Forward stepwise regression Model Variable Results (Eighth Grade)

Variables

B

Std Error

(Constant)

-36.509

8.469

1.179

0.258

Attendance

28.104

Test Scores
Grade
Retention

Beta

t

p

-4.311

<.001

.297

4.568

<.001

5.897

.266

4.765

<.001

0.045

0.009

.317

5.066

<.001

4.110

1.849

.121

2.223

.027

Reading
Level

.012

0.159

.874

Discipline

-.111

-1.957

.052

Socioeconomic
Status

-.084

-1.454

.147

Grades

power. This section will address the patterns that emerged through this analysis of the
results.
It is first important to note that only two of the five grade levels examined
included data for all seven of the originally considered independent variables. The sixth
and eighth grade data sets had values for all variables. The fourth grade set was missing
complete data for the grades variable. Fifth grade was lacking both grades and test scores
and seventh grade was missing attendance data. This missing data presented new
limitations for the study since each of the missing data categories were retained in other
grade levels as significant predictors of total number of high school credits earned.
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To discuss which combinations of variables were the best predictors of total
number of high school credits earned, the resulting prediction models at each grade level
were compared to find similarities and differences. Three of the variables were retained
in the final prediction models for all grade levels for which the data were available. Test
scores were retained in four of the prediction models, and only the fifth grade model was
missing test scores data since the students did not take any standardized tests during their
fifth grade year. Attendance was retained as a significant predictor in four of the models
as well, only missing from the seventh grade model since attendance data were not
available from the district for that year. Grades were a significant predictor for three of
the models, but were missing from both the fourth and fifth grade models since the data
were not available for those grade levels.
The other four variables in the study were available for all grade levels. Discipline
was retained as a significant predictor for four of the grade levels and only excluded from
the final prediction model for the eighth grade data set. Grade retention was a significant
predictor for three of the models, but excluded for both the fourth and sixth grade data
sets. Poverty was retained in only two of the models, and excluded from the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grade models. Reading level was also only a significant predictor for
two grade levels, and was excluded from the final prediction models for the fourth,
seventh, and eighth grade data sets. See Table 19 for a summary of the variables retained
in each model.
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Table 19
Summary of Variables Retained in Each Regression Model

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

N/A

N/A

X

X

X

Attendance

X

X

X

N/A

X

Test Scores

X

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

Grades

Grade
Retention

X

Reading
Level

X

X

X

X

X

X

Discipline

X

Socioeconomic
Status

X

Note. N/A in a cell represents data that were not available. Empty cells represent variables that were not
retained in the model for that grade level.

From this analysis it was determined that four of the variables presented the best
combination of variables for predicting total number of high school credits earned across
all grade levels for which data were analyzed. Test scores, attendance, grades, and
discipline were present in the most prediction models, and discipline was the only one of
those four variables that was excluded from any prediction model. All other variables
were excluded more often from final prediction models.
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Research Question Two
The second research question for this study asked how early the group of
independent variables can be reliable predictors of number of high school credits earned.
In order to answer this question, forward stepwise regression was performed on each set
of data from fourth through eighth grades. The resulting prediction model for each grade
level was examined to determine how strong the prediction model was for each grade
level.
As was expected from the literature (Bowers, 2010), the prediction model was
strongest when built from data collected during eighth grade and weakest for the fourth
grade data. The model explained 40.2% of the variance in number of high school credits
earned when built with eighth grade data, 38.6% of the variance when developed from
seventh grade data, 37.4% when using sixth grade data, 35.6% when based on fifth grade
data, and 25.8% of the variance when the prediction model was based on fourth grade
data.
In addition, all of the models had standard errors of at least 3.122. By using two
standard errors above and below the predictions to create an interval of values with a
prediction accuracy of 95%, this gave a range of total credits earned that spanned greater
than 12 credits. Because the number of credits required to graduate was only 24,
requiring an interval of 12 credits to gain 95% accuracy was a high standard error.
While none of the prediction models accounted for a large amount of the variance
in number of high school credits earned, each model did show significance at predicting
credits earned. The question, then, becomes at what level of predictive power a model is
considered reliable for educational leaders to use. Because the purpose of the current
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study was to predict final numbers of credits as early as possible, high school data were
not considered.
In comparing the variance in high school credits earned explained by each of the
five prediction models, the decrease in explained variance was relatively small from
eighth grade to seventh grade (1.6%), from seventh grade to sixth grade (1.2%), and from
sixth grade to fifth grade (1.8%). The reduction in explained variance, however, from
fifth grade to fourth grade was much larger (10.2%). Given this larger gap, it was
determined that the predictive model that struck the best balance between being the
earliest prediction with the highest explained variance was the fifth grade prediction
model. The explained variance for the fifth grade model was only 4.6% less than that for
the eighth grade prediction model while being developed from data for students three
years younger. See Table 20 for a summary of the prediction models.
Table 20
Summary of Prediction Models

8th

7th

6th

5th

4th

Percentage of Explained
Variance in the Number of
High School Credits Earned

40.2%

38.6%

37.4%

35.6%

25.8%

Standard Error

3.122

3.633

3.388

3.689

3.889

The fifth grade prediction model explained 35.6% of the variance in number of
high school credits earned while still giving school leaders a model to apply to
elementary-aged students. In addition, for the current study, this model was built with
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data that were missing two key variables: grades and test scores. As stated earlier, these
two variables were retained in all prediction models with significance for all grade levels
for which data were available. It would be possible that a fifth grade predictive model
could be even stronger if complete data were available.
Even with the low explained variance, the model developed from fifth grade data
still provided some practical results. When the model was applied to the fifth grade data
set, two useful results surfaced. First, of the 11 students predicted to earn 20 or less
credits (24 credits were required to graduate), 8 of them eventually dropped out of school.
That means even though the model only accounted for 35.6% of the variance in high
school credits earned, it still correctly identified 72.7% of students predicted to earn a low
number of credits as dropouts. Second, of the 73 students predicted to earn 27 or more
credits, all 73 of them graduated. This means the model also offered practical conclusions
for students predicted to earn high numbers of credits. These two results offered some
practical guidance for school leaders trying to identify which students are in need of
interventions to help them persist to graduation. This also gave more support for the
selection of the fifth grade model as the model in this study that offered the best
combination of accuracy and early identification.
Research Question Three
The third and final research question for this study addressed how accurately a
model developed from fourth grade data could predict total number of high school credits
earned. To answer this question the fourth grade data were subjected to the same forward
stepwise regression analysis as the other grade levels. Because fourth grade data were the
specific targets of one of the research questions, however, more analysis was done. One
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area in which the fourth grade data were unique in this study was the nature of its missing
variable. Data for grades were not complete for the fourth grade data set, but unlike
missing data from the other grade levels, partial data were collected for this variable.
Because partial data were available for this variable, it enabled further analysis
before just eliminating it from consideration. The low sample size of 67 for the grades
variable was of concern for inclusion in the regression model since the minimum
estimated sample size needed was 70-105 as noted in Chapter Three. Rather than leaving
this variable out of the model without rationale, a correlation was performed between
grades and the other continuous independent variables to gauge how closely related
grades would be with other variables. The analysis resulted in grades having a correlation
of 0.633 with test scores and a correlation of 0.687 with reading level as the two highest
correlations (see Table 21).
Table 21
Correlations Between Continuous Independent Variables (Fourth Grade)

Grades
Test Scores

Grades

Test
Scores

---

.633
---

Discipline

Discipline
Reading
Level
Attendance

Reading
Level

Attendance

-.372

.687

.236

-.234

.691

.133

---

-.183

-.079

---

.007
---
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Additionally, a forced entry linear regression was performed with grades entered
into the regression model following test scores and again following reading level. When
entered following test scores, grades only resulted in an increase in R2 of 0.004 (from
0.314 to 0.318). When entered following reading level, grades only resulted in an
increase in R2 of 0.025 (from 0.170 to 0.195).
Even though complete data were unavailable for grades, the correlations and
regressions were performed in order to better understand the potential effect of this
limitation. With a high correlation with two other variables and a minimal increase in the
explained variance through regression, it was determined the absence of complete data
for grades would not have a large impact on the quality of the model developed
through multiple regression. Both test scores and reading level related closely enough to
grades to adequately account for the absence of the data in the analysis.
Research question three was answered through forward stepwise regression by
determining which variables contributed to the final model with significance at the alpha
level of .05 for fourth grade data. As stated earlier in this chapter, four of the independent
variables were retained in the model. This included test scores, attendance, discipline, and
socioeconomic status. Two of the variables were excluded from the final model. These
two variables were reading level and grade retention. The final model using the four
variables that were retained demonstrated a significant relationship to the variance in high
school credits earned (p < .001). The amount of variance in high school credits earned
explained by the model was 25.8% (R2 = .258).
Additionally, the final prediction model developed from fourth grade data had a
standard error of 3.889. Adding two standard errors above and below the prediction
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would give a 95% accuracy rate in predicting high school credits earned. This means to
predict the total number of high school credits with 95% accuracy this model required a
range of roughly 15 credits. Because only 24 credits were required for graduation, a
model needing an interval of 15 credits to provide an accurate prediction was not a very
strong model. Adding only one standard error above and below the prediction would give
a 68% accuracy rate in predicting high school credits earned. Even at this decreased
accuracy level, it would still require a range of 7.5 credits to predict the number of credits
earned. Again, with only 24 credits required for graduation, a span of 7.5 credits is a large
prediction range to accomplish only 68% accuracy.
Summary
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, school leaders and researchers have
been attempting to find ways to identify potential dropouts both earlier and more
accurately. Much research has considered prediction models applied at the high school
level (Battin-Pearson et al., 2000; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Heppen and Therriault,
2008; McKee et al., 1998; Rumberger, 2007). A fewer number of studies have developed
prediction models at the middle school level (Balfanz et al., 2007; Rumberger, 2007).
Very few studies have attempted to predict potential dropouts at the elementary level
(Montes and Lehmann, 2004).
This study sought to develop a prediction model to apply to elementary-aged
students that was accurate and reliable at identifying future dropouts. In addition to being
early, the model was also developed to be practical. To accomplish this, the model only
considered data generally contained in school records. This reduced the number of
variables being considered for the model to seven.
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Research question one was answered by considering data from each of the grade
levels from fourth grade through eighth grade. Of the seven variables originally
considered, four of the variables seemed to show a consistent significant contribution to
the prediction models developed. The four variables that appeared most consistently in
the final prediction models were test scores, attendance, grades, and discipline. While
each of the prediction models ultimately retained different combinations of variables,
these were the four variables chosen as the best combination for predicting the number of
high school credits earned.
Research question two was answered by examining the pattern of the amount of
variance explained by each model. As expected from the work of Bowers (2010), the
amount of explained variance decreased as the age of the students decreased. Eighth
grade data yielded the highest explained variance, with a decrease for each grade level
model down to fourth grade. The decrease in the amount of explained variance was quite
small from grade to grade except for a sizable decrease from fifth grade to fourth grade.
As a result, the fifth grade model was chosen as the best predictor due to its balance of
two considerations: the explained variance was relatively close to that of the eighth grade
data, which had the highest explained variance, and the fifth grade model presented the
earliest prediction model that did not sacrifice a large amount of explained variance.
Research question three was answered by more closely examining the fourth
grade data set. As noted earlier, forward stepwise regression produced a model that
explained only 25.8% of the variance in high school credits earned. This number was not
only lower than the other grades considered, it was notably smaller than even the fifth
grade model’s explained variance. This resulted in a model that did not realistically
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provide practical guidance for school leaders looking for a strong predictor of high school
credits earned based on data collected as early as fourth grade.
The first three chapters of this study presented the background, purpose, review of
literature, and research method for the study, guided by three research questions. The
fourth chapter has presented an analysis of the data collected, again guided by the three
research questions of the study. In addition, answers were provided for each research
question based on the analysis of the data. Chapter Five will provide a summary and
conclusions for the entire study, and will also include implications for school leaders
wishing to reduce school dropout rates and recommendations for future areas to be
studied.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION

School leaders put a lot of time and effort into keeping students in school through
graduation. The main reason for this is that school leaders are under pressure to help
students avoid the increased risks of negative characteristics later in life associated with
dropping out of high school. These characteristics include lower income, need for welfare
support, unemployment, and criminal activity (Alexander et al., 1997; Christenson &
Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al, 2007).
School leaders have started by trying to identify which students are most at risk of
dropping out of school and therefore are in the most need of attention. Researchers have
discussed the various difficulties these leaders have with correctly identifying students in
need of help and deciding how best to help them avoid dropping out of school.
Christenson and Thurlow (2004) suggested interventions should be aimed at the specific
reasons students are at risk of dropping out, showing that such efforts lead to some
success at keeping those students in school. One researcher, Bowers (2010), found that
interventions applied to students already in high school are not very effective. He felt
students at that age were already too far down the path of dropping out of school to
effectively change their fates. Gleason and Dynarski (2002) felt that a common problem
was targeting the interventions at the wrong students in the first place. Certainly,
interventions applied to the wrong students would have little effect on dropout rates.
As a result of these types of findings, school leaders have sought ways to identify
potential dropouts both earlier and more accurately. These efforts are based on the
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findings of researchers like Entwisle and Alexander (1993), who discussed the
importance of early educational experiences and their impact on future schooling for
students. Suh et al. (2007) noted that earlier interventions are more successful than later
interventions, but Bowers (2010) found that earlier identifiers of potential dropouts are
not as accurate as later identifiers. These last two factors work against each other – the
need for earlier identification coupled with the reduction of accuracy that comes with
earlier identification. This makes the job of school leaders attempting to intervene even
more difficult.
Many researchers have sought ways to more successfully identify potential
dropouts earlier (Alexander et al., 1997; Battin-Pearson et al., 2000; Bowers, 2010;
Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002; Suh et al., 2007). This study
has attempted to build on the work of these and other researchers to develop a model
based on elementary data to identify potential dropouts in need of interventions. If
successful, these earlier identifications could lead to more powerful interventions aimed
at helping these students persist in school through graduation.
The first four chapters of this study have laid out the background of the study, the
guiding research questions, a review of existing literature, the design methodology, and
the data analysis. This chapter will conclude, beginning with a summary of the data
analysis and a discussion of the results. Following that will be limitations of the current
study, implications for practice, and recommendations for future research.
Conclusions
The main goal of this study was to explore a method for predicting future high
school dropouts earlier than typical while maintaining an acceptable level of accuracy in
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identifying these students. In addition, the study attempted to develop this prediction
model from readily available school data in an effort to make the model practical. If the
model were to be practical it could be of more widespread use to school leaders than
methods that are more time consuming. The following section will summarize the results
of each of the research questions that guided this study.
Research Question One
The first research question for this study dealt with identifying which
combinations of variables would contribute to the most effective prediction model. The
seven variables considered for this study were attendance, grades, test scores, discipline,
socioeconomic status, reading level, and grade retention. Because data were examined
spanning fourth through eighth grades, this question was answered by looking at which
variables most consistently contributed to the final prediction models with significance.
Data were not available for all variables at all grade levels, so the results were
examined to see if any patterns emerged from the various prediction models based on the
available data. Four of the variables seemed to contribute to the final models with
significance most often when the data was available: test scores, attendance, grades, and
discipline. Considered another way, the other three variables (reading level,
socioeconomic status, and grade retention) were more often excluded from the final
models than test scores, attendance, grades, and discipline. Research question one was
ultimately answered by listing test scores, attendance, grades, and discipline as the
combination of variables that created the best prediction model for total number of high
school credits earned.
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Research Question Two
The second research question for this study examined how early the identified
variables created an accurate prediction model for total number of high school credits
earned. The main purpose of the entire study was to attempt to develop a prediction
model that could be used earlier than current strategies to identify students at risk of
dropping out of school. The work of Bowers (2010) created an expectation that earlier
prediction models would likely be less accurate than models developed later. This pattern
is exactly what the models developed for this study revealed.
Prediction models were developed for each grade level from fourth through eighth
grades through multiple regression. Each final model was examined to identify the
percentage of variance in high school credits earned explained by the model. To answer
the second research question the explained variances of the models were compared. The
highest percentage of explained variance was accomplished with the eighth grade model
(40.2%). In comparing the different models a pattern emerged when moving from eighth
grade toward fourth grade. The seventh grade model explained only 1.6% less variance
than the eighth grade model. The sixth grade model showed a decrease in explained
variance of 1.2% from the seventh grade model. The fifth grade model explained 1.8%
less variance than the sixth grade model. Each of these decreases in explained variance
was relatively small. The decrease from fifth grade to fourth grade, however, was
considerably larger. The fourth grade model explained 10.2% less variance than the fifth
grade model.
Examined another way, the fifth grade model explained only 4.6% less variance
in high school credits earned than the eighth grade model, but the decrease from fifth
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grade to fourth grade was more than double that amount. This led to the final answer for
the second research question in this study. In an attempt to balance accuracy of the model
with the earliest possible identification, the fifth grade model was chosen as the earliest
prediction model that still provided an acceptable level of accuracy as compared to
models developed from the data collected when students were older.
Research Question Three
Since the goal of the study was to create the earliest model possible that still
provided an accurate prediction, the third research question focused specifically on fourth
grade data. Fourth grade data were the earliest data collected for this study, so it was
necessary to examine the fourth grade prediction model more closely. As the second
research question concluded, the fifth grade prediction model was chosen as a more
desirable model than the fourth grade model due to the large decrease in explained
variance between the fifth and fourth grade models.
Through multiple regression, a model was built from the available fourth grade
data for predicting the total number of high school credits earned. Upon examining the
predictive strength of the model, it was determined that the model only explained 25.8%
of the variance in high school credits earned. This was a large decrease in explained
variance even when compared to the fifth grade model. In addition, it provided an overall
level of explained variance that would not realistically provide school leaders with
information reliable enough to use when identifying at-risk students.
It should be noted, however, that the fourth grade data set was missing complete
data for one variable – grades. This was worth noting because grades was a variable that
was included with significance for every model for which the data were available. This
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could have considerably affected the strength of the model. This limitation will be
discussed further in a later section.
Discussion
With the goal of identifying how early a model could accurately predict the
number of high school credits earned, this study examined data from one cohort of
students who entered high school together. Data were collected from school records for
the group of students, with the data spanning all grades from the fourth through eighth
grades. The concern that researchers such as Bowers (2010) presented regarding the
decreased ability to predict high school dropouts at earlier ages seemed to be confirmed
in this study.
The prediction models developed through forward stepwise regression for each
grade level showed the expected pattern of a decreased ability to explain the variance in
the number of high school credits earned. In addition, even the highest level of explained
variance (40.2% in eighth grade) did not offer an accurate enough model to simply hand
to school leaders for everyday use. Each of the models would certainly offer, however, a
starting point for school administrators as they strive to identify those students in need of
extra attention.
While this study attempted to build an acceptable prediction model based on
fourth grade data, it did not provide an accurate enough model at that level to be realistic
for school leaders. Even though it did not accomplish that specific goal, the study did
identify a relatively close alternative. The fifth grade model built from the data was
reasonably accurate as compared to the eighth grade data, and still offered a model built
from elementary data.
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Another positive aspect of the study was that it did build the prediction models
from easily retrievable school data, making the model practical for school administrators
to use in identifying at-risk students (Balfanz et al., 2007). The study aimed to produce a
model that could be applied to an entire grade level of students to identify those at risk as
opposed to having to predetermine which students to subject to a more complicated
model. While the level of prediction accuracy could have been higher, the results could
still offer school leaders a starting place to identify students in need of more analysis
rather than choosing those students based on hunches or relying on teacher reports of
concerns.
This study did not ultimately produce a model realistically usable by school
leaders wishing to identify at-risk students in fourth grade, but it did provide some useful
feedback. The techniques used to develop the models differed from other studies in both
the variables selected and the method of prediction (Alexander et al., 1997; BattinPearson et al., 2000; Bowers, 2010; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Gleason & Dynarski,
2002; Suh et al., 2007). By creating models that predicted total high school credits
instead of the binary result of graduate versus dropout, the models produced were more
sophisticated and capable of taking advantage of the full range of data available.
In addition, the method of creating the models could be easily adapted to any
district and any identified variables. The goal was to create a single prediction model at
an early grade level, but a specifically developed model could be applied to any number
of grade levels to continue to identify students at risk of dropping out of school. This
aspect gives the method a more effective ability to be useable and practical for school
administrators interested in identifying potential school dropouts (Balfanz et al., 2007).
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Limitations
Two main limitations of this study were discussed in Chapter One. One limitation
was the inclusion in the study of only those students who had been in the district from
fourth grade through graduation or dropping out of school. This eliminated any students
who had moved in or out of the district during that time frame. This was a considerable
limitation, especially since mobility itself has been shown to be a risk factor for dropping
out of school (Jimerson, Anderson, & Whipple, 2002; Montes & Lehmann, 2004;
Rumberger & Ah Lim, 2008; Suh et al., 2007).
The second limitation concerned whether the results of the study could be
generalized to other settings. While this is a realistic limitation, in the last section it was
discussed how this model could be easily developed to be specific to any district and any
chosen variables. The ability to easily create new models could help to reduce the effect
of this limitation.
Besides the two initial limitations, several other limitations surfaced when the
data were collected from the district in this study. The new limitations that were
introduced entailed the inability to collect complete data for all grade levels. One variable
for which data were not available was test scores at the fifth grade level. These data were
not available because at the time the students were in fifth grade, standardized tests were
not required, so no test scores existed to report. This limitation could have reduced the
ability of the fifth grade model to explain the variance in high school credits earned,
especially because test scores were retained with significance for all other grades levels.
Had test scores been available in the fifth grade data set, the prediction model might have
been more accurate.
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Two variables (attendance for 7th grade and grades for 5th grade) were unavailable
only because the data were not found. In contrast to the fifth grade test scores, these data
were expected to be available, but were not recovered. Both of these missing sets of data
might have hurt the respective prediction models. Attendance and grades were each
retained with significance for all models for which data were available for the two
variables.
The final limitation that surfaced when collecting data was the inability to collect
complete grades data for the fourth grade data set. Unlike the other limitations, these data
were partially available, but not in a large enough sample size to be usable in the
regression model. The presence of partial data enabled further analysis in an effort to see
how much the lack of complete data might hurt the predictive ability of the model. This
analysis seemed to show that the lack of the complete data on grades might have been
accounted for with other variables, but one fact remains: grades were retained with
significance for all models for which complete data were available. This might have
caused the fourth grade prediction model to be less effective than it could have been
otherwise.
Implications for Practice
The results of this study offer several implications for practice. Currently, the
literature is lacking in dropout prediction models applicable to elementary students. The
goal of this study was to produce a model that could accurately predict high school
dropouts as early as elementary school. While practitioners may desire a model with a
stronger predictive power, this study did create a model that could be applied at any grade
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level. The study also succeeded in developing a model intended to be practical for school
leaders.
The implications that result from these two factors would be based on how school
administrators use the findings. With the lack of current studies identifying elementary
students at-risk of eventually dropping out of school, the models developed through this
study provide something more concrete for school leaders to use than more subjective
methods. Even though models built from earlier grade levels might show a decreased
ability to accurately predict future school dropouts, the models could be used as a starting
point for further analysis of students.
The practicality of the models offers potential help in this area. Because the model
could be easily applied to an entire grade level of students, even a model with lower
accuracy at predicting dropouts could identify some students on whom leaders could
focus. Instead of relying on reports of teacher concerns or other observations, school
officials could use this type of model as an initial indicator of risk.
A related implication of this study is based on the fact that this study actually
predicted number of high school credits earned as an indicator of graduate status, as
opposed to the simple binary variable of graduate versus dropout. The value in this
difference impacts the degree with which school leaders could use the model even when
the explained variance is not incredibly high. Even if the model may not reliably predict
high school credits earned within a narrow range, for students who are predicted to earn
an extremely low number of credits, the model might hold more ability to identify which
students might be at risk of dropping out of school later in their educational careers.
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To illustrate this, the model developed from the fifth grade data, Total Credits =
.082(Reading Level) – 1.858(Discipline) + 32.859(Attendance) – 2.457(Socioeconomic
Status) + 5.016(Grade Retention) – 10.826, was applied to the fifth grade data set. When
the values of the variables were entered into the formula and the resulting predicted
numbers of credits were sorted, two interesting patterns emerged. First, of the 11 students
predicted to earn 20 or less credits (24 credits were required to graduate), 8 of them
eventually dropped out of school. Even though the fifth grade model only explained
35.6% of the variance in high school credits earned, when looking for a low threshold of
predicted credits earned, the model correctly predicted 72.7% of dropouts. At the other
end of the spectrum, of the 73 students predicted to earn at least 27 credits, all 73 of them
graduated. Even with a low explained variance, this model offered useful information for
school leaders wishing to identify which students to more closely monitor.
This final implication was perhaps the most practical implication to come out of
this study. While the techniques used to create the models could be adapted to any school
district and any grade level, if the models would not offer usable information the results
would not help school leaders. To know that they could at least identify the majority of
students in the direst need of help would be a valuable starting point for preventing future
dropouts.
In order to for school leaders to benefit from this research, a discussion of how to
use the information is warranted. Ideally, a prediction model would be developed
specifically for a school district based on their own data. This may differ from models
developed for other districts, both in the variables included and the grade level for which
the most effective model is chosen. Once a final model is developed, the district leaders
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would then use the identified model for predicting potential dropouts in subsequent years.
In a given building, the model would be applied to all students in the chosen grade. Upon
calculating predicted credits for each student based on their own data, decisions about
which students need interventions could be made.
In this way, school leaders could look at students in real time. For example, fifth
grade students could be identified based on their current data. Once the predicted
numbers of high school credits are calculated, school officials could determine which
students are at risk of dropping out of school at some point by identifying the students
predicted to earn extremely low numbers of credits. They could then target their
interventions at the identified students beginning in elementary school. By doing this,
school leaders could hope to impact potential dropouts, helping them to get back on track
for graduation.
Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this study have led to several recommendations for future research.
Many of the recommendations fall in the area of improving the research methods
themselves. The first recommendation is based on the fact that this study focused on
seven independent variables identified through the literature review as being important
predictors of high school dropouts. It is certainly possible that other variables exist that
could be stronger predictors of high school dropouts or number of credits earned. Part of
the recommendation would be to consider a wider range of variables. This study limited
the variables to those easily collected through typical school records in an effort to create
a practical model. As a result, many variables were not considered for this study.
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Further research could be performed with the same basic model, but including
different variables for consideration. One example of a variable that was excluded from
consideration in this study was mobility. Mobility was identified by multiple researchers
as being a predictor of dropouts (Jimerson, Anderson, & Whipple, 2002; Montes &
Lehmann, 2004; Rumberger & Ah Lim, 2008; Suh et al., 2007), yet the methods used in
this study did not permit its use as a variable that was analyzed. A study using different
methods to collect the data may allow for the inclusion of mobility.
Another recommendation related to improving the research methods of this study
would be more complete data collection. Perhaps the most effective way to ensure
complete data collection would be to perform the study longitudinally as the students
progress through school. This would enable the researcher to collect the necessary data
without the inherit risks involved when collecting archived data: that the data were never
collected in the first place or that the ability to collect the data became hampered.
A final recommendation for further research related to improving the current
study would be to collect data on a wider range of students in different settings. The data
in this study came from only one suburban, Midwest district. Further research that
considers other districts in different settings would offer insights into the ability to
generalize the findings.
Perhaps the most significant of the recommendations for future research lies in the
area of what follows the findings of this study. While this study was intended to help
school leaders identify potential dropouts at earlier ages, the study never addressed what
to do for students identified as being at-risk of dropping out of school. It was shown that
earlier interventions are more effective than later interventions at preventing students
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from dropping out of school, but specific strategies were not discussed in depth. Further
research could take a closer look at current intervention strategies.
More importantly, though, future research could consider interventions specific to
elementary students. If students at-risk of dropping out of school have typically not been
identified as early as elementary school, strategies to intervene would certainly be
lacking. Further research into strategies aimed at helping elementary students get back on
track for graduation is recommended.
Finally, further research is recommended in the area of targeting interventions.
Kennelly and Monrad (2007) discussed intervention efforts targeted at specific
deficiencies. Further research could be performed in two areas related to this topic. This
would include developing a prediction model that not only predicts dropouts earlier, but
also indicates specific areas of concern. It would also include developing interventions
aimed at addressing those areas of concern. If both of these ideas were addressed through
future research, school leaders would gain some tools to use in the efforts to prevent
dropouts.
The research in this study has provided useful information for school
administrators as they attempt to prevent dropouts. The results, however, do not provide
the complete set of tools necessary to fully implement intervention strategies. Future
research in several related areas could provide those tools. Then school leaders could
have improved practical resources available to them as they push for lower and lower
dropout rates.
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